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view from the bridge

I

t is my honor to introduce myself to the LCAC community in this issue of On Cushion. My association with
the amphibious force spans most of my Navy career
but was punctuated by recent tours designing and building
the LPD 17 class warship. During those tours and my
most recent tour in the Navy Secretariat, I have drawn
some inescapable conclusions about the combat capabilities that LCAC brings to the Navy-Marine Corps team:

n

Of the three legs of Marine Corps future maneuver
warfare CONOPS (LCAC, V-22, AAAV), LCAC is the only
one that exists today and LCAC capability will have to be
sustained, modernized and (eventually) replaced in the
foreseeable future

n

Captain Richard W. Hooper
Program Manager

LCAC is the pivotal leg in naval maneuver warfare
in the littoral - without LCAC, OMFTS collapses

n

LCAC transformed amphibious operations before “transformation” became today’s
buzzword
No one has to remind me of the importance of the LCAC program to the future of the nation’s
ability to project power from the sea. The LCAC Service Life Extension Program and correcting the operational problems of the LCAC force are the critical, near-term priorities of my
stewardship of the Amphibious Warfare Program Office.

Since the last edition of On Cushion, the LCAC community has been called on to perform at a
tempo and sense of urgency not seen since DESERT STORM. The events of September 11th
have shown us that global reach is not limited to first-world nations with large standing armies,
stealth bombers, or nuclear powered navies. The concept of “the best defense is a good
offense” has now become the centerpiece of our national defense strategy as our Soldiers,
Sailors, Airmen, and Marines actively seek out and eradicate terrorist cells around the globe.
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM is only the first battle in a new war that will be fought in the
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open for the world to see, and under cover when needed, to remain merely rumors and sea
stories for years to come.
Shortly after the attacks of 9/11, the BATAAN ARG carried Detachment BRAVO from ACU
FOUR to the Arabian Sea. LCACs were used to transport elements of the 26th MEU (SOC) to
the shores of Pakistan in support of combat operations at Kandahar Airport in Afghanistan.
LCACs were the right platform to transport warfighting gear to the front unobtrusively in a
sensitive political environment. Conventional transport and off-load of warfighting equipment in
a port would have risked destabilizing the host country. Tidal and beach conditions at the LZ
on the Pakistani coast would have bogged down LCUs. LCAC’s ability to fill both roles,
comparative stealth and LZ flexibility, made it the indispensable workhorse of the deployment.
In a fortunate case of timing, the Deep Skirt intended for LCAC SLEP made its combat debut
on LCAC 89. An article in this year’s bulletin provides lessons learned from Det BRAVO’s
experience with night landings in a potentially hostile environment and the performance of the
Deep Skirt.
SLEP continues to gain momentum as LCAC 91 continues to prove our concept and LCAC 44
nears completion at ACU FIVE. Current operations reinforce the need for SLEP as the LCAC
takes on the burden of heavy lifting the amphibious forces to otherwise inaccessible beaches
around the world. The improved C4N suite will help make joint operations seamless, improving mission planning, and increasing situational awareness. ETF40B engines will make sure
the Marines get their heaviest and most lethal asset, the M1A1 main battle tank, to the fight
even under stressful operating conditions.
Until SLEP comes to fruition, the current fleet will be pushed to its limits. Deploying craft are
accumulating operating hours at an increasing rate. Life Cycle improvements, such as early
installation of the ARC-210/-220 radios, Bridgemaster radar and Deep Skirt, will provide some
of the SLEP capability to the Fleet.
I am looking forward to leading the team that supports the LCAC through the nation’s future
battles.
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at the cutting edge
Assault Craft Unit FOUR (ACU FOUR)

G

reetings! I took the helm at ACU FOUR just after
the last LCAC Fleet Support Conference and am
thoroughly enjoying the opportunity to be a part of
this totally professional community. After a thorough review
of last year’s Fleet Support Conference, including the briefs,
workshop minutes, and debriefs from my Department Heads,
I felt I had a pretty good handle on the community issues and
the interrelationships. At least that was what I thought.... As
it turned out, last year’s Conference provided a superb
background, but I quickly realized that nothing could adequately prepare me for the dynamic, fast-paced, budgetchallenging, high OPTEMPO-oriented, and highly exciting
environment I have been cast into. A career amphib guy by
choice, I have found the past 14 months to be the most
enjoyable (and challenging) of my naval career.

Captain Antony O. Heimer
Commanding Officer

There are so many aspects of the community that are worthy of note. In an attempt to be
succinct, I will limit my comments to four central themes: (1) My Sailors, (2) Community support, (3) Major challenges that face us, and (4) The “bang for the buck” that we are providing.
I don’t think there are any words that can adequately express my sense of pride and satisfaction in being granted the privilege of leading the men and women of ACU FOUR. Not a day
goes by where I am not amazed and awed by the top notch actions and performance of ACU
FOUR’s Sailors. The camaraderie, “can-do” spirit, and “never say never” attitude that resonates the passageways of the unit and seaways of our deployed detachments is an experience that I have never before experienced to this degree. And I experience it at ACU FOUR
every day! It truly is fun to come to work every day and immediately be greeted by the Navy’s
“cream of the crop.”
The superb quality of Sailors at ACU FOUR has been enhanced by the most hands-on support network I have ever witnessed in the Navy. When I first reported aboard, I was simply
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amazed by the dedication and care (for the interests of the units) exhibited by all spectrums of
the LCAC support infrastructure. COL Eugene Shoults established an awesome support
structure back in the early days of the program in the 1980’s, and every one of his successors
has picked up the baton and kept the “customer support” focus on the front burner.
Whether formally or informally, it is no secret that the amphibious community has, for a long
time, played second fiddle to the cruiser/destroyer community in terms of priorities, funding,
and modernization. Not so with the LCAC community! We are blessed that N75/PMS377/
Boston Planning Yard/CSS/NAVSEA Philly/NAVICP and the entire supply support structure/
NAVSEA New Orleans/and the rest of the network take the “go the extra mile” approach.
Thank you Captain Lehr! And my thanks also go out to each and every one of you that
dedicate your careers to supporting the LCAC program. It is truly making a difference!
Our current and future challenges are everywhere, sometimes I think they surround us. Full
SLEP production can not happen fast enough! Dealing with obsolete parts leads to many
readiness issues that are tough to deal with while planning to meet various commitments. C4N
problems need to be solved yesterday! We also need to ensure we get maximum payoff for
our SLEP efforts. Manning issues can’t be solved within this august group of professionals
but is another major concern. We need to be able to man all our craft and have enough
maintenance personnel to support the craft. While there are many other points that can be
made, my most impassioned request for help relates to budgeting. This community has gone
far too long in an under-funded mode. I will discuss operations in the next paragraph, but we
are going off the graph in what we are seeing in the operational use of the LCAC since the last
LCAC Fleet Support Conference, and since 9/11 in particular. The LCACs from both coasts
are responding to the call but at what cost? The post 9/11 LCAC operations by BATAAN,
PELELIU, BONHOMME RICHARD, WASP, BELLEAU WOOD and NASSAU ARGs have been
critical to our Nation’s war on terrorism. Much of our success in Afghanistan could never have
been achieved without the LCAC. Clearly, this is a program that should be fully funded.
The best for last. The folks at the “tip of the spear” are doing a marvelous job. The BATAAN
ARG LCACs were heavily involved in Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, in what was the
deepest amphibious assault penetration in the history of amphibious warfare, worldwide.
They performed their job flawlessly and had a 96% FMC readiness during their deployment.
This is a tribute to the LCAC crews, the BATAAN LCAC Det Maintenance organization, ACU
FOUR Supply, ACU FOUR Maintenance, ACU FOUR Operations, NAVICP, PMS377, and
CSS. I am not convinced that, on a day-to-day basis, the LCAC support network realizes the
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extent of the positive impact they have on our readiness. You guys definitely help make the
difference. As the commercial says “it’s not just a job, it’s a way of life”. I thought it would be
hard to replicate the BATAAN ARG performance but the current East Coast ARG deployed,
the WASP ARG, has set an even higher bar for hours underway. It is a sign of the times that
Operational Tempo is picking up for obvious reasons. The WASP ARG, five craft, has already
logged over 2,000 hours of operating hours when factoring in deployment work-ups and
current deployment hours. We have never experienced an OPTEMPO like this!!! That
OPHOUR figure is over half of the hours our entire Unit expends over many years! What
does the future hold?
I hope the message you get from my comments is that, while there are many challenges, this
is a very vibrant and exciting community. If you aren’t enjoying every minute of every day in
the LCAC community (while working very hard to support it, of course), you are doing something wrong. I am extremely proud to be part of this most professional outfit, and proud to
work together with you all.
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Assault Craft Unit FIVE (ACU FIVE)

B

y the time this goes to press, I will have been
relieved as Commanding Officer, and moved
on to new challenges. I will always look at my
tenure at ACU FIVE as one of the hallmark tours of my
career. The command has continued to operate at
increased Operational Tempo, supporting operations in
both SEVENTH and FIFTH Fleets, while back home,
we continue to improve the maintenance process, craft
reliability and readiness.
Since the last edition of On Cushion in May 2001,
Detachment DELTA deployed in support of the USS
PELELIU ARG and conducted operations that landed
the first U.S. Marines in Pakistan during the developCaptain Patrick Meyers
ment of Camp Rhino in support of Operation ENDURCommanding Officer
ING FREEDOM. After an unusually lengthy deployment, the detachment was welcomed home in March 2002.
Detachment FOXTROT deployed with the USS BONHOMME RICHARD ARG, operating in
SEVENTH and FIFTH Fleets conducting operations in support of Operation ENDURING
FREEDOM and supporting ongoing operations in East Timor.
Detachment BRAVO deployed in June 2002 with the USS BELLEAU WOOD ARG, again in
support of ENDURING FREEDOM. Two Det BRAVO LCACs were used to deploy to the
Cooperation and Readiness Afloat Training (CARAT) 2002 deployment. As in the past, the
CARAT deployment provides the opportunity for U.S. Navy personnel and equipment to be
involved in a series of exercises with multiple nations of the South and Western Pacific.
The WESTPAC Det ALPHA (forward deployed to Sasebo) continues to support the USS
ESSEX ARG in maintaining presence in the SEVENTH FLEET AOR. In addition to twice
yearly BLUE/GREEN SOC Certification exercises they participated in exercise COBRA GOLD
with the Royal Thai Naval and Marine Forces, and port visits in support of the Fleet Commander Theater Engagement policy.
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Closer to home ACU FIVE has been involved in numerous operations and exercises in support
of the training and readiness of both U.S. Navy and U.S Marine Corps personnel. On any
given day, you can see LCACs operating in conjunction with the Expeditionary Warfare Training Group PACIFIC, training incoming LCAC crew personnel, providing training support to U.S.
Marines at Camp Pendleton or out on San Clemente Island, or providing LCAC support to
various ships in support of their own training requirements. Det ECHO is currently deployed
with the USS TARAWA ARG, conducting RIMPAC 2002. This ARG will also be starting their
intermediate and advanced phases of training and work-ups soon, in preparation for deployment early next year.
In addition to the normal day-to-day operations, we recently have had the opportunity to tell
the Navy and LCAC story to the American people. In June, we were the locale for a broadcast
of the regional television show “Good Morning Arizona” and LCACs were the subject of an
upcoming episode of a new “History Channel” series entitled “Lee Ermey’s Letters from the
Front”.
As I mentioned in my opening paragraph, my tenure as Commanding Officer of ACU FIVE has
been one of the highlights of my career. The interrelationships of all entities involved in the
LCAC program have made this one of the most unique tours I have experienced. The day-today involvement of everyone is demonstrative of the deep-rooted professionalism and dedication of everyone involved in the program, and I want to take a moment to express my sincere
thanks for all you have done and continue to do for the men and women of ACU FIVE and
ACU FOUR. Were it not for this professionalism and dedication this program would not
succeed, and that is a price we can not afford to pay.
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introducing...
CAPT RICHARD W. HOOPER, U.S. Navy
Program Manager, Amphibious Warfare Program (PMS377)

C

aptain Hooper was born in Baltimore, MD in February 1958. In 1980, he
graduated from Loyola College (Baltimore) with a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
& Physics and received his commission as an Engineering Duty Officer.

His first tour of duty was aboard USS INDEPENDENCE (CV 62) as the B Division Officer
before fleeting up to be the Boilers Officer, where he led up to 210 officers, Chief Petty
Officers and Sailors. During this tour, he qualified as a Surface Warfare Officer, CV Officer of
the Deck and Engineering Officer of the Watch. Operational experiences included Iranian
hostage contingency operations, two deployments to Lebanon and the liberation of Grenada.
Lieutenant Hooper had two tours in public shipyards. From 1984-1985, he served at Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard as the Assistant Ship Superintendent (Propulsion) for the USS
BAINBRIDGE (CGN 25) ROH. From 1986-1988, he served at Norfolk Naval Shipyard as the
command Docking Officer and Diving Officer while concurrently managing the USS IOWA (BB
61) DSRA and USS SHREVEPORT (LPD 12) SRA as Senior Ship Superintendent and
assisting on the USS NASSAU (LHA 4) ROH and USS KENNEDY (CV 67) SRA.
After graduating from the Naval Postgraduate School with his Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering (Fluid Mechanics) in 1991, Lieutenant Commander Hooper reported to the
Supervisor of Salvage & Diving, Naval Sea Systems Command (SEA 00C) as the Assistant
for Salvage Operations. During this tour he led ship, aircraft and satellite salvage operations
on five continents and published the U.S. Navy Salvage Engineer’s Handbook, Volume 1 & 2.
Operational experiences included ocean search and salvage of an Air Force AC-130 gunship
and Marine Corps CH-46 helicopter in Somalia, search and recovery operations of multiple
Tomahawk missiles from the Persian Gulf and the salvage of the oil product carrier, Morris J.
Bermann, for the Coast Guard in Puerto Rico.
After attending the Defense Systems Management College, Lieutenant Commander Hooper
was assigned to the LPD 17 Program (PMS317) as the Deputy Acquisition Manager from
1995-1997. Highlights of the tour included completion of contract design, Milestone II, lead
ship contract award and implementation of acquisition reform initiatives including MIL-STD
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reduction and Integrated Process and Product Development. In 1997, Commander Hooper
transferred to the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, New Orleans as the LPD 17 Program Manager’s
Representative (PMR) for detail design and the start of lead ship production.
In July 2000, Commander Hooper reported to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(RD&A) as the Director for Surface Combatants. Upon selection to Captain, he was reassigned as the Principal Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Ship
Programs). In June 2002, the Honorable John J. Young, Jr., ASN(RDA), selected Captain
Hooper as the Program Manager for Amphibious Warfare Programs, PMS377.
Captain Hooper’s personal decorations include of the Meritorious Service Medal (multiple
awards), the Navy Commendation Medal (multiple awards) and the Coast Guard Commendation Medal. He resides in Arlington, Virginia with his wife, Deborah Burd.

CAPT ANTONY O. HEIMER, U.S. Navy
Commanding Officer, Assault Craft Unit FOUR

C

aptain Heimer, a native of Yonkers, New York, graduated from the United States
Naval Academy in 1979. His first tour of duty was aboard USS FORT FISHER (LSD
40), where he served as Deck Division Officer and also as Navigator and Administrative Officer. Upon completion of his initial tour, Captain Heimer was assigned as an Instructor
and Company Officer at the U.S. Naval Officer Candidate School at Newport, Rhode Island.
During that tour, he completed graduate studies at the University of Rhode Island, earning a
Master of Marine Affairs degree in 1985.
Returning to sea duty in November 1985, Captain Heimer served as the Operations Officer in
USS SAN BERNARDINO (LST 1189), a Tank Landing Ship assigned to the U.S. Seventh
Fleet and homeported at Sasebo, Japan. From September 1987 through March 1989, Captain Heimer served as the Operations Officer in USS CLEVELAND (LPD 7). Upon completion
of his department head sea duty, Captain Heimer reported to Commander, Amphibious Group
THREE in San Diego, serving as the Flag Secretary and Assistant Chief of Staff for Administration from March 1989 through January 1991.
From April 1991 through November 1992, Captain Heimer served as the Executive Officer on
USS ST LOUIS (LKA 116), an Amphibious Cargo Ship forward deployed to Sasebo, Japan.
During that tour, ST LOUIS participated in Operation SEA ANGEL in Bangladesh and Operation FIERY VIGIL in the Republic of the Philippines. Upon completion of his tour on ST
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LOUIS, Captain Heimer remained overseas for his third tour in Japan until January 1995,
serving as Operations and Plans Officer for Commander, Amphibious Squadron ELEVEN, the
U.S. Navy’s only permanently forward deployed Amphibious Squadron.
From March 1995 through April 1997, Captain Heimer served in a joint assignment in the
United Kingdom as the Amphibious Warfare Officer for the NATO Permanent Maritime Analysis Team, based at Northwood, England. During this tour, Captain Heimer completed the U.S.
Air Force Air Command and Staff College course of instruction through correspondence
course.
Captain Heimer served as Commanding Officer, USS ASHLAND (LSD 48) from 12 November
1997 to 16 June 1999. During that tour, ASHLAND deployed to the Mediterranean Sea and
Arabian Gulf, earning the Navy Unit Commendation for operations in the Gulf as part of Operations DESERT THUNDER and SOUTHERN WATCH.
From July 1999 through June 2001, Captain Heimer returned to Japan, serving as Deputy
Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans for Commander, Amphibious Force U.S. SEVENTH
Fleet, forward deployed to Okinawa.
Captain Heimer and his wife Cathy have four children: Douglas (17), Hollie (11), Matthew (8)
and Steven (5).

CAPT PAUL K. SUSALLA, U.S. Navy
Commanding Officer, Assault Craft Unit FIVE

C

aptain Susalla is a native of Sanford, Michigan
and graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in
1978. His first tour of duty following SWOS was
USS TATTNALL (DDG 19) as MPA, AUX O, and CICO
and included two deployments to the Persian Gulf. Next
he earned an MS Degree in Manpower at the Naval
Postgraduate School and was the Operations Officer on
USS SCOTT (DDG 995), making another Persian Gulf
deployment. His next assignment was as Operations
Officer on COMDESRON 26 and included both North
Atlantic and Mediterranean deployments.
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Captain Susalla then attended the Armed Forces Staff College and following additional training, commanded the USS MCCLOY (FF 1038). While in command, McCloy conducted six
counter drug patrols and earned the Battle “E” award. His next duty was at the
CINCLANTFLT Crisis Action Team as Operations Officer and included exercises and disaster
aid operations for Hurricane Andrew and the Mississippi River flood, as well as, DESERT
STORM and Haiti operations. Captain Susalla’s next assignment was to
COMSTRIKFORSOUTH in Naples, Italy where he was involved in Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR both at sea and in Sarajevo with IFOR and SFOR staffs.
Captain Susalla then commanded the USS HAYLER (DD 997) and deployed to the Persian
Gulf, participating in Operation DESERT FOX. He then reported to the JOHN C. STENNIS
battle group on the COMCARGRU SEVEN staff as both the Surface Operations Officer and
Operations Officer. This tour included a deployment to the Persian Gulf and participation in
Operation SOUTHERN WATCH.
Captain Susalla was then assigned to Tactical Training Group Pacific as the Surface Syndicate Head and instructor in Joint Warfare.
Captain Susalla’s personal awards include the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star, Defense Meritorious Service Medal, Navy Meritorious Service Medal (two awards), Navy Commendation
Medal (two awards), Navy Achievement Medal (two awards), the NATO medal and various
campaign and unit awards.
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LCAC SLEP: a 2002 update

L

CAC is one of three integrated components in the Navy/Marine Corps Amphibious
Triad necessary for the successful execution of the Operational Maneuver from the
Sea (OMFTS) strategy. These components are the Advanced Amphibious Assault
Vehicle (AAAV), the V-22 Osprey, and the LCAC. Currently, LCAC is the only operational
portion of the three integrated components. LCAC missions have included DESERT STORM,
DESERT SHIELD, and, most recently, Operation ENDURING FREEDOM off the coast of
Pakistan.
To meet the requirements of this strategy and to maintain LCAC’s record of sustained superior
performance, the Navy is embarking on a Service Life Extension Program (SLEP). However,
the service life extension also addresses another issue: the changing needs of the Navy and
Marine Corps. The Marine Corps M1A1 main battle tank weighs 72 tons, and can only be
moved by current LCAC in an overload condition. The M923 5-ton truck is being replaced by
the 7-ton Medium Tactical Vehicle Replacement (MTVR) Truck. LCAC is the only marinebased platform that can quickly carry an MTVR to the beach because the CH-53 helicopter is
not qualified to do so. Command, Control, Communications, Computer and Navigation systems will require hardware and software upgrades to keep up with current technology. Modeling has shown that as equipment load demands increase (such as the change to the M1A1
from the M60 Marine Corps main battle tank), the SLEP LCAC will be flexible enough to adapt
to these changes through its Enhanced TF40B engines and an upgraded Deep Skirt system.

Current C3N suite (left) vs. SLEP C4N configuration (right)
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These changing needs will be tested and validated when the first group of SLEP LCACs LCAC 44, LCAC 25 and LCAC 02 - join the Fleet.
LCAC 25 GETS FLIPPED
LCAC 25, the first of seventy-three Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCACs) undergoing a SLEP,
reached a major production milestone - the Hull Turnover - at Textron Marine & Land Systems
(TM&LS) in New Orleans, Louisiana on May 2, 2002. TM&LS, the current Navy Prime Contractor, hosted the Hull Turnover Ceremony at its main LCAC production facility to mark the
completion of the Hull Assembly Line process and the beginning of the Craft Assembly Station
process. During the SLEP process, each LCAC will receive an upgraded Deep Skirt system,
enhanced engines, and new communications and navigation systems. The LCAC service life
will be extended from 20 to 30 years.

LCAC 25 hull turnover
THE SKIRT
The Deep Skirt is already addressing these growing needs and receiving positive feedback
from the Fleet. The Deep Skirt system has recently been deployed on two LCACs. USS
WHIDBEY ISLAND reported in late September 2001 that the skirt has allowed for “… more
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employable hours … [with] operation in slightly heavier weather conditions, the Deep Skirt
greatly aids the amphibious mission.” During Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, Chief
Stockdale, a Craftmaster on LCAC 89, was quoted as saying, “the Deep Skirt on LCAC 89 has
outperformed the standard skirt in every conceivable way. It is clearly the way to go, the
sooner, the better!”

Deep Skirt (left) vs. Advanced Skirt (right)
LCAC 44 - AT THE WATER’S EDGE
As the first and only “field” modified (e.g. non-factory production) craft to undergo the SLEP
process, LCAC 44 is scheduled to begin testing in July 2002 with delivery on 30 September
2002. LCAC 44 will have the same SLEP components as a TM&LS produced craft with the
4
exception of the ‘buoyancy box’ structure. Hardware and software C N systems will have
undergone testing and will be similar to those of LCAC 91, the initial SLEP prototype. LCAC
44 will be tested and delivered to ACU FIVE.
LCAC 44’s reintroduction to the Fleet will be followed by LCAC 25 on 29 September 2003 and
LCAC 02 on 2 December 2003 as part of the first LCAC SLEP contract. The next contract
award is anticipated in September 2002 and will be for two LCACs in FY02, three LCACs in
FY03 and four LCACs in FY04.
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milestones
ACU FOUR Deployments and Exercises

A

CU FOUR continued to set extremely high standards of excellence and operational
readiness in the amphibious community in 2001-2002. Whether forward deployed,
conducting high visibility operations, or providing tours for over 450,000 visitors, ACU
FOUR remains a focal point of the modern amphibious force. During 2001, ACU FOUR
conducted over 6,500 hours of high-tempo day and night operations, deploying 16 LCACs in
the Mediterranean, Adriatic, Caribbean, and Arabian Gulf theaters of operations. Especially
noteworthy were the achievements of Det BRAVO (LCAC 15, 36, 37, 77, and 89), deploying
with the USS BATAAN ARG in support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM on September
19th, 2001. This Det set new ACU FOUR records for flight hours and cargo transferred (previously set by the ACU FOUR Det operating in Somalia in 1993). Det BRAVO transferred over
14,450 tons of combat cargo, transported 6,139 troops, flew 208 missions, and operated in
excess of 527 hours in landing operations off Pasni, Pakistan. They returned home in April

LCAC 88 deployed from the USS WASP ARG in the Gulf of Aden
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2002 after an arduous seven month deployment. All of us at ACU FOUR are justly proud of
the achievements of our Det BRAVO warriors.
ACU FOUR Dets had been busy throughout 2001. Det ALPHA, consisting of LCAC 34, 55,
and 78, deployed in November 2000 with the USS NASSAU ARG. They participated in
Exercises SPANISH PHIBLEX, ITALIAN PHIBLEX, Capo Teulada, TUNISIAN PHIBLEX, Operation ATLAS HINGE, and Operations UNIFIED ENDEAVOR and SLUNJEX in support of NATO
Forces, Croatia. Det DELTA deployed with the USS KEARSARGE ARG from April to October
2001. LCAC 50, 54, 70, and 84 participated in numerous exercises and real world evolutions
in support of NATO Operations and Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.
Stateside, LCACs from ACU FOUR have also been highly visible, embarking on a variety of
amphibious ships to participate in local events at numerous cities. In February 2001, one
LCAC was available for tours and static displays in New Orleans during the Mardi Gras
celebrations. In April, another LCAC was available for tours and static display when USS
WASP paid a port call to the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD. In October, two ACU
FOUR LCACs were available for Fleet Week at Jacksonville, FL, and in April 2002 over
200,000 civilians visited two other ACU FOUR LCACs on the beach during the Broward
County Navy Days Week. The following month, LCAC 71 and 68 embarked in USS IWO JIMA
in support of New York Fleet Week. The crews flew demonstration missions, conducted VIP
flights and held static display tours for over 250,000 visitors. New York City Police Department representatives gave ACU FOUR personnel a personal tour of Ground Zero. Finally,
June 2002 saw LCAC 35 embarked on USS WHIDBEY ISLAND for the 100th Anniversary of
the United States Navy League in New York City. Also that month, LCAC 50 embarked on
USS KEARSARGE for Fleet Week in Boston, MA.

ACU FIVE Deployments and Exercises
DET CHARLIE

A

CU FIVE Detachment CHARLIE deployed in March 2001 onboard USS BOXER and
USS HARPERS FERRY. LCAC 59, 72, and 82 deployed onboard BOXER and
LCAC 48 and 63 deployed onboard HARPERS FERRY. While deployed, Det
CHARLIE participated in several exercises including humanitarian operations in East Timor,
Operation EAGER MACE in Kuwait, Red Reef in Saudi Arabia, operations in Aqaba, Jordan,
and operations in Guam. Port Visits included Singapore, Thailand, Guam, Bahrain, and Jebel
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LCACs establish beachhead near Pasni, Pakistan
Ali. The Detachment returned in September 2001 and has been supporting EWTGPAC and
ACU FIVE training missions since that time.
DET DELTA
On August 13, 2001 Detachment DELTA deployed with PHIBRON ONE and the 15th MEU.
LCAC 16 and 23 were embarked in USS COMSTOCK and LCAC 17 in USS PELELIU. The
ARG spent one day in Hawaii and then proceeded to Darwin Australia arriving on September
7th for ARG/MEU training. The Darwin visit was shockingly abbreviated as the events of
September 11th unfolded. The ARG/MEU team was emergency recalled and sortied within 12
hours. After a short two-day operation in East Timor to off-load humanitarian supplies, the
ARG set sail for the North Arabian Sea. The ARG arrived on September 22nd, which commenced 140 days of continuous operations in support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.
Detachment DELTA operated off the coast of Pakistan preparing for real world Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO), Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO), Special Forces
support, and Beach Assault. On D-Day, 21 November at 1605L, LCAC 16, 17 and 23 became
the first landing craft to land on foreign soil in support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM,
debarking 8 LAVs, 6 Humvees, and 155 troops from the PTM erected on the deck of LCAC 23,
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establishing the beachhead in Pasni Pakistan. For the next 26 days Detachment DELTA craft
supported the movement of troops and equipment into Pasni.
Detachment DELTA returned March 4th after nearly seven months away from home. The
Detachment presented ACU FIVE with a U.S. Flag which was carried onboard LCAC 17 during
the first landing on November 21st.
DET ECHO
After returning from deployment in Feb 01, Det ECHO processed its three craft as well as
LCAC 58 and LCAC 31 through a two-month repair availability. Upon completion, the Detachment commenced supporting AQT and EWTG, accomplishing over 120 training missions. By
the latter part of the year the Detachment had grown to a total of eight craft as other Detachments took shape for their deployments, shedding unneeded craft. The Detachment continued maintaining these extra craft all without additional personnel. As training support was
winding down and real world situations grew tense the Detachment was tasked with a short
notice SURGE deployment which would require four of its craft and crews to prepare and
deploy all within four weeks. The Detachment drafted a POA&M to accomplish all of the predeployment requirements of a six-month work-up cycle and commenced with the task at hand.
As world situations changed the Detachment was given a standby order and was told to stand
down. The Detachment in turn continued with the normal training cycle and prepared for a
regular deployment in the event of ever changing requirements. With training requirements
met, the Detachment once again commenced a repair availability for it deploying craft completing all repairs in just three short weeks. The Detachment deployed to the Hawaiian operations area in support of multinational exercise RIMPAC 02, completing operations in August.
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Finland T-2000 update

O

ctober 27, 2001 was a red letter day in the T-2000 program. On this day, both main
engines of the T-2000 were started and the craft was brought on cushion, over land
for the first time. A picture of this milestone event is shown above. All of the overland
testing of the T-2000 was completed between October 27 and November 7, 2001. Test data
obtained thus far shows that the craft is meeting or exceeding expectations and the craft has
been cleared for over-water operations. The T-2000 Combat Craft Air Cushion Vehicle may
be the most significant air cushion vehicle designed and constructed since the U.S. Navy
completed the initial run of LCACs.
Excerpts from Band, Lavis & Associates Quarterly Digest
Volume 18, December 2001
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operation ENDURING FREEDOM:
the first day
By QMC (SW/AW) Terry L. McCully, ACU FIVE

I

t was late November and just two months after terrorists attacked the Pentagon and World
Trade Center. We found ourselves on station in the North Arabian Sea just off the coast
of Pakistan. Our planning sessions are exhausting as we prepare for numerous missions
in support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. I awoke late in the morning to prepare for
our first mission on the war against terrorism. I stopped by the Chief’s Lounge in search of my
insatiable desire for a quick update from the ship’s satellite receiver for news from CNN and to
quickly check my e-mail. The picture was garbled with numerous delays, but provided plenty
of news on the aftermath of destruction. I got another wonderful e-mail from my wife asking
how we were doing, but I couldn’t respond or even say hello, due to the security posture the
ship was in. I then grabbed a quick bite to eat and went off to Flag Plot to find out any additional information about today’s mission.
Nothing new, I proceeded back down
to the Detachment Office to review the
mission brief. I then proceeded down
to the well deck to ensure that the
crew and craft are ready to go and
inform the Loadmaster he can go and
acquire our ammunition from the ship’s
armory. It was now getting time for the
final weather and confirmation brief.
The weather looked good for the
mission, but very little moonlight for the
night. The anticipation was haunting.
As I walked through the ship, a blank
empty look was all I could see in the faces of the Marines scheduled to go ashore. We were
all unaware of what to really expect and what would happen once we touched down on the
beach. I walked down to the well deck with one of the LCU Craftmasters and we reviewed
additional information we received after the initial briefing. I took a thorough walk around the
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craft to ensure the craft was ready and reviewed the preparations my crew completed prior to
my arrival.
I was extremely proud of my crew and the preparations they made. My Loadmaster walked
out and informed me my 9mm weapon and ammunition was ready for me to pick up in the
starboard cabin. However, I first checked out the gripes holding the vehicles to the deck; four
LAVs and three HMMWVs. I heard the ship’s loudspeaker announce to set condition 3A - our
cue that it was man-up time and that we would be launching in less than an hour.
Shortly after manning up, the Engineer started up one of the APUs, which conveyed a loud
piercing sound through the well deck. We waited for the Marines to be escorted down to the
craft by combat cargo and loaded into their vehicles. Everything was secure and all personnel
were in their respective areas. It was now time to start up the main engines and depart the
well deck. We finally got clearance to start the main engines and departed; the Engineer
providing all the inputs to bring the craft on to a cushion of air, as I provided the necessary
controls to reverse the craft out of the well deck.
As we departed the well deck I maneuvered the craft to the right to clear the side of the ship
and then lowered my night vision goggles over my eyes. The sky was pitch black with very
little light from the surrounding area. The Navigator called out a course for me to steer to
intercept at a craft rendezvous point. We arrived at the rendezvous with two craft from a
different ship. We proceeded right through the waypoints, the Navigator provided me with
courses to steer and speed required to arrive at the beach on time. The Engineer and
Loadmaster were both searching the horizon as we proceed to our destination. The windows
were saturated with the reflection of efflorescence, providing a glow on the windows and
impairing my vision. The Navigator was calling out contact reports informing me of additional
traffic in the area. The contact reports became more and more intense as the forty-minute run
was near the end. Then the Navigator reported “contact list full”; the Navigator was displaying over 100 contacts on the Furuno radar. As we proceeded closer into the beach, the
contacts were becoming less as our concentration now focused on finding the red marker on
the beach.
Finally, the Engineer reported the light dead ahead. We continued into the beach, obtained
clearance from the beach party, and crested the beach right on time. The craft was quickly
brought off cushion, the deck was manned, and forward gun stations were also manned with
M60 machine guns to provide initial security until the Marine vehicles are off-loaded. The
other two LCACs arrived within seconds of my arrival; one loaded the same as mine, and the
other with the Personnel Transport Module (PTM) that was used to get the maximum number
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of troops ashore. The craft was
swiftly off-loaded and we quickly
returned to the Amphibious Ready
Group for additional tasking. We
conducted two additional runs into the
beach that night carrying numerous
vehicles and personnel.
As we came to the end of our mission
we were informed that the ship would
not be able to recover us for approximately two hours. We took a short
Chief McCully (second from left) and the crew of
break on our empty deck and indulged
LCAC 17
in a great Thanksgiving Day MRE
dinner. The call for us to return to the ship was made late that evening, welcoming us back
home. We completed the night and early morning with a two-hour wash down of the craft and
debrief to the ARG and MEU Commanders.
My crew (LCAC 17) and the other two crews (LCAC 16 and 23) completed over 20 missions
into Pakistan in support of the rapid buildup of USMC forces ashore. During Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, the LCACs from ACU FIVE as well as the craft from ACU FOUR conducted numerous combined missions, operating jointly in the war against terrorism. Additionally, ACU FIVE provided the Personnel Transport Module support for both East and West
Coast Amphibious Ready Groups.
Chief Terry McCully has been in the LCAC program at ACU FIVE since the spring of 1993.
He started off as a Navigator, then a Navigator Instructor and is now a Craftmaster assigned
to LCAC 90 in Detachment DELTA.
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one of our own
GSMC (SW/AW) Antonio Bengson, ACU FOUR

T

he LCAC program has always been unique, not only for its varied mission scenarios,
but also the people who operate them. Our Sailors are our greatest asset, especially
the LCAC Engineers. One such Sailor who personifies the best attributes of our Navy
and the LCAC Program is GSMC (SW/AW) Antonio Bengson. Chief Bengson has served his
entire Navy career in the LCAC community, rising through the ranks from Deck Engineer to
Craft Engineer.

Chief Bengson’s life began in Manila, Republic of Philippines. Born in 1966, he immigrated to
America in 1986 at the age of nineteen, settling with his mother and father, Felisa and Jaime,
in Las Vegas, Nevada. “My first job was working as a busboy at the Flamingo Hilton, but my
parents felt it was a dead-end”, noted Antonio. “They encouraged me to enlist in the Navy,
where opportunities and advancement
were unlimited.” He was intrigued by the
idea of serving in the Navy, but finding
success was not without its challenges.
The cultural and language barriers
seemed difficult, if not insurmountable,
after living in the U.S. for only six months.
“I reported to Boot Camp in San Diego in
March of 1987, and, with the help of my
Company Commander and fellow “boots”,
overcame the language barrier and
quickly assimilated into the Navy.” After
graduating from Gas Turbine Systems
(Mechanical) “A” school, Chief Bengson
expected to report to a ship. “After training on the LM2500 Turbine Engine, I figured I would be assigned to a ship, but they sent me to
ACU FOUR. Before that, I had never heard of an LCAC.” He reported to ACU FOUR in
January 1988, and was assigned to LCAC 09 after Deck Engineer training. LCAC 09 deployed onboard USS WHIDBEY ISLAND (LSD 41) as part of ACU FOUR’s first ever-operational deployment. He then turned around and deployed in USS GUNSTON HALL in support
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of OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM. “DESERT STORM was, for me, my
most significant deployment because it showed that we, as a country, were serious about
democracy. Everything America stood for was demonstrated in not allowing Iraq to bully
Kuwait and its people. I was proud to be a part of it,” says Chief Bengson. Also during this
time he was promoted from 3rd to 2nd Class Petty Officer, and selected for assignment as an
LCAC Engineer student. “Chief Bengson had developed a reputation within the command as
a motivated, aggressive crewman with an outstanding work ethic”, noted BMCM (SW/AW)
Paul Jandreau, who was his LCPO at the time, “he was clearly a front runner.” After completing Engineer training in October 1991, he reported to LCAC 38 as the craft Engineer, and
deployed onboard USS WASP (LHD 1) in the summer of 1993. It was on this deployment he
qualified as an Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist, in addition to attaining his qualification for
Enlisted Air Warfare Specialist. What started out as a typical Mediterranean cruise quickly
changed to a high visibility operation in a hostile environment: Somalia. “During this deployment we set a new record for ACU FOUR LCAC operations, completing over 500 operating
hours and transporting in excess of 100,000 tons of cargo. Again I got to see, first hand, how
lucky I was to be an American and part of the Navy”, noted Chief Bengson. “I also feel that an
important lesson learned from Somalia was our need to increase our weapons training for the
crews and more perimeter defense training in the student pipeline. You never know when
LCAC crews could come in harm’s way.” In 1995 he met Judith Corpuz of Raleigh, North
Carolina, a registered nurse. “She won my heart, and we got married, which was the best
thing that ever happened to me!” says Antonio. He deployed once again in 1995 onboard
USS WASP, taking part in numerous operations in support of United Nations operations in the
Balkans region and the Adriatic Sea. Only one month after arriving home from that deployment his Detachment deployed for six weeks to Haiti in support of humanitarian relief and
peacekeeping operations.
Chief Bengson reported for his first shore duty tour as an LCAC Engineer Instructor in May of
1997. He was designated Master Training Specialist and promoted to First Class Petty Officer
while stationed at Expeditionary Warfare Training Group, Atlantic (EWTGLANT) Full Mission
Trainer Facility. He quickly developed a reputation as the “go to guy” for students when faced
with challenging curriculum. “Chief Bengson”, noted OSCM (SW) Ron Nesbitt, former FMT
LCPO, “always took extra time to help students with difficult techniques and casualty drills.
He spent an enormous amount of off-duty hours helping students. Hands down, he was the
top instructor there during his tour.” After a successful shore tour, he reported back to ACU
FOUR and immediately started work-ups with LCAC 70. His crew deployed in USS CARTER
HALL as part of the USS KEARSARGE (LHD 3) ARG, and completed numerous exercises in
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support of Sixth Fleet operations. It was during this deployment that he was selected for Chief
Petty Officer, which he said was, “the highlight of my career.” He returned home in October
2001 after a six-month deployment.

Chief Bengson will tell you the most important thing in his life is his family, and his proudest
achievements are his three children, Julian, 14, Mark, 6, and Chelsea, 4. His wife Judith
continues to dedicate her life to helping others as a nurse at Chesapeake General Hospital, in
Chesapeake, Virginia. Whenever Antonio finds the time he enjoys playing golf, racquetball,
and doing yard work. “My favorite hobby,” he says, “is really playing with my kids.” As for his
professional goals, “I would like to qualify as a Craftmaster, advance to Master Chief, and
eventually become the Operations Department Master Chief.” Chief Bengson is one of our
finest success stories at ACU FOUR, and an inspiration for others in the LCAC program. We
are proud to call him “one of our own”.
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bravo zulu
ACU FOUR

A

bove and Beyond is precisely where the men and women of ACU FOUR have been
going. They received the CINCLANTFLT Retention Excellence Award, also known
as the “Golden Anchor” Award, for 2001. ACU FOUR’s successful efforts to convince
Sailors to “Stay Navy” paid off handsomely when they were given this esteemed award. The
command also won the SECNAV Safety Award for 2001, which is traditionally presented to
commands that meet stringent safety requirements and foster the safest possible workplaces
for all personnel.
Other accolades and awards include the winning of the Naval Amphibious Base Captain’s Cup
Award for the Large Fleet Operational Men’s Division, which they won for the 9th consecutive
year. The women showed their stuff and held up the tradition by also winning the Women’s
Division helping to grand slam this event. Way to go ACU FOUR and keep up the good work!
ACU FOUR SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2001
GSE1 (SW) Heink M. Reisenbichler
At the top of an elite group of Craft Engineers, GSE1 (SW) Heink
Reisenbichler was selected as ACU FOUR’s Sea Sailor of the Year
for 2001. He completed Recruit Training Command in Great Lakes, Il
in March of 1987. After follow-on training in Gas Turbine Systems
Technician (Electrical) “A” School, he reported to USS BOONE (FFG
28). After a very successful tour on board USS BOONE, Petty Officer Reisenbichler became
an LCAC Gator. Throughout two tours at ACU FOUR and one at Expeditionary
WarfareTraining Group Atlantic as an LCAC Engineer instructor he has been a key member of
the LCAC team. Within the last three years he made two deployments as Craft Engineer on
LCAC 49 and his craft has operated flawlessly in a deployed status. He maintained a nearly
100% readiness posture for his craft through both these deployments. He is a dynamic,
committed, hard-charging individual that demands only superior performance from himself and
those that work for him. As a result of his superior performance he has received the Navy
Achievement Medal (with Gold Star) and numerous campaign and unit awards. Petty Officer
Reisenbichler personifies the term “professional.”
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ACU FOUR SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2001
CPO (Select) John E. Addaman
ACU FOUR has been fortunate to be the recipient of CPO (Select)
John Addaman’s talents over the last few years. He was selected as
ACU FOUR’s Shore Sailor of the Year for 2001. He is currently the
Leading Petty Officer and the Departmental 3M Coordinator for the
Maintenance Department. Petty Officer Addaman has set the standard of excellence throughout the command since he reported to the unit. Prior to his selection as the ACU FOUR 2001 Shore Sailor of the Year, he was selected as the Shore Sailor of
the Quarter for 4th Quarter 2001 and he recently validated his superb professionalism and
competency through his promotion to Chief Petty Officer. Bravo Zulu Petty Officer Addaman
and congratulations on a job well done!
ACU FIVE

T

he Swift Intruders demonstrated their prowess during the 2002 Supply Management
Assessment. ACU FIVE’s General Stores Division received the grade of 93.79%, and
the Food Service Division received the grade of 98.09% during this rigorous command
inspection. As a result of the demonstrated commitment and individual understanding by the
Store Keepers, the department was granted early certification, which helped them to be
exempt from the follow-on Supply Management Inspection scheduled to occur later this year.
This early certification qualified the command for the “Blue E.” The efforts and commitment
provided by the Food Service Division’s Mess Specialists also helped the Supply Department
receive early certification stapling their exemption to the year end’s follow-on Supply Management Inspection. As a result, the Galley has been recommended for “FIVE STAR ACCREDITATION.”
Kudos to the command’s Hazardous Materials Division who also excelled in inspections
receiving zero discrepancies during the Assistant Chief of Staff, Environmental Security,
Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton inspection, as well as the San Diego County Air Pollution
Control District and Water Quality Board inspections.
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ACU FIVE SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2001
CPO (Select) Joseph L. Gonzaga
Hats off to CPO (Select) Joseph Gonzaga on his selection to ACU
FIVE’s Sea Sailor of the Year for 2001. Assigned to Det CHARLIE as
Lead Navigator, he has consistently performed brilliantly as the
Navigator for LCAC 59. His military professionalism, tremendous
understanding of LCAC, and his exceptional technical and professional skills, has enabled his Det and LCAC 59 to stand tall and be an extremely valuable
asset to the command. Known as the go-to man for all technical and professional questions,
his efforts of spearheading the troubleshooting and repair of LCAC 59’s starboard propeller oil
transfer tube assembly and propeller replacement, allowed LCAC 59 to be restored to Full
Mission Capable status ahead of schedule. Petty Officer Gonzaga’s aggressive and consummate effort saved the Navy countless man-hours due to LCAC 59’s shortened post-deployment availability. Additionally, Petty Officer Gonzaga’s navigation skills allowed him to safely
navigate LCAC 59 during the scheduled sorties of transporting Marine Corps equipment and
personnel to their designated location. Petty Officer Gonzaga’s professional demeanor,
commitment and enthusiasm has been without parallel making him one of the finest Navigators
and First Class Petty Officers at ACU FIVE. Well done Petty Officer Gonzaga and keep up the
good work.
ACU FIVE SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2001
CPO (Select) Andreaus J. Mader
Bravo Zulu to CPO (Select) Andreaus Mader on a job well done!
Petty Officer Mader was selected as the COMNAVSURFPAC Shore
Sailor of the Year. Petty Officer Mader demonstrated exceptional
leadership and organization skills as Training Department Leading
Petty Officer, Navigator Instructor, and Command LCAC Recertification Coordinator culminating in his selection. His diligent efforts were crucial to the training
and certification of more than 50 LCAC personnel as well as the management of qualifications
for all LCAC crewmembers in the Pacific Fleet. He volunteered to participate in exercise
KERNAL BLITZ ‘01, spearheading LCAC lane breaching efforts and ensuring ACU FIVE’s
continued success in this semiannual Marine Expeditionary Battalion exercise. In addition to
his busy and fast paced professional career, Petty Officer Mader is also working on completing his Law Degree. Congratulations Petty Officer Mader on a job well done!
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technology developments
COLD WEATHER OPERATIONS

T

he need for LCAC’s cold weather
protection systems is dictated by
its specification that requires
operation at temperatures down to 10°F,
based on the distinct possibility that
deployments could occur in winter-like
weather. Currently the LCAC systems
that have cold weather protection are the
TF40B/APU combustion air inlets, the
propeller shrouds, windshields, fuel,
lubrication, and personnel cabins.
Development of LCAC’s cold weather
protection systems started during the
craft’s detail design period with tests of proposed prototypes on the JEFF(B) at Eglin Air Force
Base’s cold weather chamber during the fall of 1983. The JEFF(B) was the prototype craft for
LCAC. Two of the more critical prototype systems evaluated at Eglin were the anti-ice systems for the TF40B main engine combustion air inlets, and the propeller-shroud. The concept
chosen for the TF40B’s inlet anti-ice system recirculated a small amount of the TF40B’s
exhaust gas back into its inlet, mixing with the incoming air to raise the resultant mixture above
freezing. This system was called the Combustion Air Anti-ice System (CAAS). It was chosen
rather than a bleed air anti-ice system for the reason that the TF40B could not produce sufficient power for the craft to meet its mission performance requirements, while simultaneously
supplying bleed air for anti-icing. The prototype system for protecting the propeller shroud
used the APU’s bleed air thermal energy to heat the leading edge of the shroud. At that time
the decision was made to leave the propeller blades unprotected from icing, based on the
anticipated problems that would result from erosion of the propeller leading edge de-ice boots
during over water/over land operations.
During the tests at Eglin the craft remained in a tethered-static position with its machinery in
operation while being subjected to the desired cold weather environmental exposure. The
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snow and ice generation test equipment were set up so that they subjected much of the craft
to the desired environments during one test sequence, such that for example, engine inlet
icing was evaluated at the same time as propeller/shroud icing. During the initial icing tests,
severe propeller vibration was immediately experienced due to blade unbalance caused by
uneven ice accumulation on the blades. This was a showstopper and resulted in immediate
test termination, as the vibrations were severe enough to be sensed by a literal “seat-of-thepants” input to the helmsman. During the post-test debrief, the most promising expedient for
overcoming this major problem was to attempt shedding the ice on the blades by rapid
changes in propeller pitch. Fortunately, this procedure subsequently solved the problem, and
is the method used today in addressing propeller unbalance caused by blade icing. After
completion of the JEFF(B) Eglin cold weather tests, the LCAC cold weather designs were
finalized and commitments made to fabricate production hardware.
Plans were subsequently made to conduct similar cold weather tests on LCAC at Eglin. The
craft selected for this demonstration was LCAC 08, with the tests scheduled for the summer of
1987. During this test program a major deficiency uncovered was the failure of the transmission system lubrication oil coolers to function i.e., cool, at cold temperatures. This was
caused by the inability of the cold oil with its high viscosity to clear itself from the cooler’s core,
taking a lower flow resistance alternate path, thereby bypassing the path through the cooler’s
core, which ultimately caused lube oil overheating (during cold weather). This problem did not
surface during the JEFF(B) Eglin tests as its lube oil heat exchangers were of another design.
The problem was fixed after the Eglin tests by adding an inlet air preheater upstream of the
cooler core, and adding a fan controller to modulate the cooling air flow through the cooler’s
core. This test program concluded efforts on the validation of LCAC’s cold weather protection
systems to the extent that this could be accomplished with the craft “static” within a test cell.
LCAC’s first encounter with actual cold weather environments in which the craft was subjected
to underway dynamic conditions, occurred during March of 1992, when three LCACs were
deployed to Alaska in the LSD 42. This deployment took place in the Bearing Sea with the
LCACs conducting missions from the LSD into the surrounding sea and ice fields. One of the
most noteworthy fallouts of these tests was the rapid increase in TF40B inlet air filter pressure
drop that occurred compared to the previous tests at Eglin AFB. The inlet air pressure drop
increase was caused by clogging of the filters from exhaust gas products injected into the inlet
by the CAAS, and also ingested by the CAAS’s inlet from exhaust gas products resident within
the well deck. The LCACs operated solely on DFM during the deployment, and it was found
that the TF40Bs and APUs generated significant amounts of exhaust emissions within the well
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deck when operated in cold weather conditions. This problem has since been corrected by
requiring the use of cleaner burning JP-5 fuel when operating with CAAS.
There is one more change on the horizon for improving the systems protecting LCAC during
cold weather operations, and that relates to the CAAS. As part of the Service Life Extension
Program (SLEP), the LCACs will be fitted with upgraded engines (ETF40Bs) that will provided
increased power, longer time between overhauls, and a bleed air system for customer use.
The latter system will be used to anti-ice the ETF40B inlets by injecting bleed air into its own
combustion air system, through a system of six piccolo tubes which will be located immediately
upstream of the cargo deck FOD screens. This system has been called the Bleed Air Anti-ice
System (BAAS) and will replace CAAS. The two most important advantages of the BAAS are:
(1) it eliminates the CAAS which is heavy, and also voluminous relative to the space it occupies on LCAC, and the mother ship during deployments, and (2) it will inject clean hot air into
the inlet, thus reducing the frequency of filter cleaning as was the case with CAAS which
injected combustion products.
The cold weather protection systems developed for LCAC have allowed the craft to operate
satisfactorily during winter deployments to Northern Europe and Korea. This technology has
not permitted LCAC to be left out in the cold!

ACU Technology Developments
COGSCREEN

I

n June 2000, largely through the advocacy of LCDR Jim Cawrse, ACU FOUR Training
Officer, the LCAC community embraced a Naval Operational Medical Institute (NOMI)
initiative to improve and streamline the process of psychomotor test (PMT) screening of
LCAC Craftmaster and Engineer candidates.
The initiative involved validating a replacement test for the aging PMT, which in recent years
had declined in its ability to predict training outcomes. The criteria for the replacement test
were that it should be portable (which the PMT apparatus was not) to enable local screening
and that it should be a better predictor of training outcomes than the PMT. CogScreen-AE
(Aeromedical Edition) was identified as a candidate, as it is very similar to the psychomotor
test in terms of content (i.e., psychomotor, multi-tasking), and it is easily portable, being
administered on a desktop PC.
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PMS377 sponsored data collection visits to both ACUs and EWTGs in August 2000 and
January 2001. Results were presented at the 2001 Fleet Support Conference showing that
CogScreen was superior to the PMT in its ability to predict Student Craftmaster and Engineer
training performance. Naval Aerospace Medical Institute (NAMI) recommended a change from
PMT to CogScreen for purposes of screening Craftmaster and Engineer candidates. Furthermore, it recommended that the testing function be moved from NAMI to local screening at the
ACUs upon release of the upgraded Windows 2000/NT/XP version of CogScreen (current
version is DOS-based and runs on Windows 95 and 98).
These recommendations were ultimately adopted. In September 2001 NAMI replaced the
PMT with CogScreen for purposes of screening Craftmaster and Engineer candidates. As of
May 2002, 33 Craftmaster and Engineer candidates have been screened by NAMI using
CogScreen. The increased predictive validity of CogScreen is projected to decrease training
attrition rates for Craftmasters and Engineers by approximately 5%.
Local screening of candidates at the ACUs will commence upon the release of the Windows
2000/NT/XP version of CogScreen, which has been delayed several times from its originally
projected release date of 31 October 2001. The time and cost savings local screening will
produce will add to the cost savings already realized through the reduction in training attrition
rates.
As a follow-on to the original study, NAMI is now testing Navigator candidates on the
CogScreen for the purpose of evaluating the test’s validity as a replacement for the current
Navigator screening test. If the test proves valid, it will allow for local screening of all starboard cabin crew candidates.
VELCAC
This past year was quite successful for the development and application processes underlying
Virtual Environment LCAC (VELCAC). Previously, the system was hosted on hundreds of
thousands of dollars of Silicon Graphics workstations, and required several hours, as well as
several technicians, to setup. Starting with FY02, VELCAC is being implemented on PCs, and
will be much simpler to operate and maintain. To achieve the program vision, Lockheed
Martin Information Systems, a large DoD simulation contractor, together with an innovative
small business, Dynamic Animation Systems, have joined forces with teams from the Naval Air
Warfare Center Training Systems Division (NAWCTSD) and the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL). At the same time, Human Factors teams from the University of Central Florida,
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NAWCTSD, NRL and BMH have developed a comprehensive approach for establishing upfront acceptability criteria, based on input generated through interviews with LCAC
crewmembers earlier this year. Throughout the VELCAC development process, progress in
attaining these goals will be assessed by bringing VELCAC directly to the users and soliciting
their inputs. Development of VELCAC - and integration with Virtual Environment simulations of
the other Triad vehicles - will be complete by the end of FY03. In addition to the progress
made on these fronts, additional applications for VELCAC, such as serving as an interim
training solution during SLEP upgrades at both the EWTGs and the ACUs, were considered at
the recent SLEP Training IPT.

CSS Technology Developments
LCAC AUTOPILOT

T

he LCAC Autopilot program headed by PMS490 (Mine and Undersea Warfare) originally began as an enabler to the Shallow Water Assault Breaching (SABRE) and
Distributed Explosive Technology (DET) systems. SABRE and DET were intended to
provide the Amphibious Task Force with a tool to effectively breach surf zone minefields in
support of amphibious assaults. During SABRE/DET Concept of Employment (COE) testing
conducted in July 1996 at CSS with LCAC personnel from ACU FOUR, the need for improved
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navigation capability to support the assault breaching mission was identified. The LCAC
Autopilot, developed as part of the Explosive Neutralization Advanced Technology Demonstration, was evaluated as an effective tool for enhancing assault breaching mission performance.
The Autopilot prototype was developed to hover and reposition the LCAC at low speeds as
required for assault breaching mission and assault lane navigation. As a result of Fleet input
during requirements development, the fleet version was upgraded with additional modes of
operation including Cruise Control, Lane Navigation, and Track Navigation. Although the
SABRE and DET programs have since been cancelled, the LCAC Autopilot proved to be a
valuable tool in precise navigation of the LCAC. Since the near-term Autopilot program was
near completion, it was decided to continue with installation on LCACs currently configured
with Navigation Data Integrator (NDI) systems (LCACs 61-90) and deliver this navigational
capability to the Fleet.
Fleet Autopilot development, also known as the Shallow Water Mine Countermeasures
(SWMCM) Kit for Improved Piloting Performance (SKIPPER), has since been completed. The
Autopilot system includes the SKIPPER Autopilot unit, an Embedded GPS within an Inertial
Navigation System (EGI), along with an upgrade in processing power to the existing NDI unit.
The NDI unit provides the Autopilot system’s user interface (waypoints, Autopilot mode and
activation, etc.), while the SKIPPER unit provides switching capability between its craft control
algorithms and the Craftmaster’s controls. The EGI unit provides a single Navigation solution
and is identical to the Navigation system used in the LCAC SLEP upgrades. In Cruise Control
mode, the operator inputs various speeds and headings for the Autopilot to maintain. For
Lane Navigation, the operator inputs various speeds while the Autopilot maintains a track
between waypoints, stopping at each waypoint, awaiting the operator commands to progress
between waypoints. The Track Navigation mode is identical to Lane Navigation with the
exception that it does not stop at each waypoint. Instead, it maintains speed while conducting
a tight turn from one mission leg to the next. Additional features were integrated with existing
NDI capabilities including the ability to drop waypoints and transit under Autopilot control from
the craft’s current location to the dropped waypoint while maintaining the track between the
craft’s original position and that waypoint.
Autopilot installations began in April of 2002, and at the time of this writing, two craft at ACU
FOUR and six craft at ACU FIVE were fitted with the Autopilot system. Installations will continue each month through mid 2003 when upgrades to each of the 30 NDI equipped craft are
anticipated to be completed.
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CLEARING THE BEACHES...
CSS, under the sponsorship of the
Office of Naval Research, has been
conducting tests over the last several
years to establish a database of the
performance of unitary warheads for
mine and obstacle clearance in support
of an amphibious assault through the
beach and surf zone. The concept
being explored proposes the use of
guided bombs (e.g. JDAM) for this
mission. Tested bombs include Mk 82s,
Mk 83s, and Mk 84s on land sites and in
the Shallow Water Test Pond located at
Eglin AFB.
Recent results have been encouraging
especially with the Mk 84 bomb, and
have led the program to begin focusing
on testing against a tactical laydown of
threats, especially wire and other light
obstacles. The weapon is very effective
against these types of obstacles but can
leave small bands of residual material.
The LCAC, AAV, and AAAV communities
have become engaged in looking at the
test results especially examining the
residual material left in the threat field
after a detonation. The Assault Breaching System IPT, chaired by PMS490, is
looking for input to further develop and
refine the clearance requirements for
each type of vehicle as they look at this
and other clearance concepts.

Before...

After...
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PROPELLER SHROUD OVERHAUL
CSS has been the Navy’s technical
authority on hovercraft since the
original air cushion vehicles were
developed for amphibious assault in
the 1970s. Recently assigned as the
LCAC Propeller Shroud Depot Overhaul Point (DOP) by NAVSEA and
Naval Inventory Control Point, CSS will
repair shrouds that have suffered
minor to catastrophic damage.
The LCAC propeller shroud is a large,
Dave Parker (left) and Luther McGowan (right)
aircraft-type riveted structure that
survey the progress and discuss the next sehouses the LCAC’s controllable pitch
quence of repair of a propeller shroud
propeller. The four rudders that
provide steerage for the craft are mounted to the shrouds.
Two shrouds are currently in repair at CSS under a $643,000 work request from NAVICP.
Personnel from the CSS Amphibious Craft and U.S. Marine Corps Branch (Code R51), supply
specialists and contractors will be working together to furnish “Ready-for-Issue” shrouds for
NAVICP’s issuance to the Fleet. Repairs to these two units should be completed by the end of
FY02.
As the LCAC In-Service Engineering Agent (ISEA), CSS has submitted revisions to the
NAVSEA LCAC Propeller Shroud Technical Manual to fully document the repair criteria that
will be utilized. LCAC ISEA personnel will continue to provide on-site technical repair assistance to ACU FOUR and FIVE, who operate the LCAC.
“Although CSS has been involved in these types of repairs almost since the initial LCAC
delivery in 1984, these are the first two shrouds assigned for CSS to repair as the ‘official’
DOP,” said Bob Adkins, Field Technical Representative in Code R51.
Somehow the system managed to provide CSS with two of the very worst-case damages to
begin this challenge. “But we’re up to it,” Adkins continued with confidence. “After we’ve
worked our way through these, I can’t imagine a case that we couldn’t cost-effectively repair.”
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OPERATIONAL RISK ASSESSMENT
During the 2002 SEAOPS Conference, CSS introduced the concept of Operational Risk
Assessment (ORA) with the intent of empowering Craftmasters and improving communication
and education through a common language. The term ORA was chosen in the LCAC community for this process, to minimize confusion with the ORM system already in wide Fleet usage.
In practice, ORA will assist the Operational Commanders in understanding and assessing the
risks associated with various LCAC missions.
Using a case study approach, ranking numbers were assigned to various operational conditions such as weather conditions, seas, surf, winds, icing, weight, mission duration, day/night
transition, overwater and overland environments, and craft condition. The numbers were
added to obtain a total risk index for a given mission. The higher the numbers, the greater the
risk. A splinter group further refined the risk categories and CSS was tasked to develop a
draft LCAC Operational Risk Assessment/Mission Planning Sheet and forward to ACU FOUR
and ACU FIVE for review.
The CSS SEAOPS team and crew refined the categories and scored several missions that
personnel had experienced. Two local test missions each resulted in a total score of 8. A
cross-country mission back from New Orleans in moderate weather conditions scored 22.
The transit over to New Orleans in bad weather totaled 49. A planned raid on Falaka Island
during DESERT STORM combat totaled 102. The process seemed to give a good numerical
spread that intuitively ranks the risk incurred in the different missions.
The scored forms from the above missions, along with a narrative description of the mission,
were recently forwarded to the Fleet with a blank form for them to evaluate. Based on their
historical experience, Fleet crews can score their normal operations, deployed missions from
well decks, and their “missions from Hades”, to adjust the individual ranking factors to better
score the risks (is operating heavy as much of a risk as operating in six foot seas?).
One of the objectives of the process is to communicate the risk of operations to higher level
authorities, especially Ship’s Company who may not understand the idiosyncrasies of LCACs.
If they hear numbers of 10 to 20 during most briefings and then all the sudden hear a mission
with a risk of 60, they will ask questions. This will allow a dialog to educate personnel and
form a teaming arrangement for jointly managing the risk of operations. The desired result of
this process is to empower Craftmasters with a tool for sharing the management of operational
risk with higher authority.
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PSNS Det Boston Technology Developments
TECH MANUAL CONVERSION

T

he Boston Planning Yard is currently in the process of converting all the existing
system LCAC technical manuals into Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM)
format. In addition, Boston is in the process of developing approximately 30 SLEP
technical manuals as IETMs along with the new SLEP SEAOPS manuals.

The IETMS are being produced in three basic formats: DynaText interactive browser, Adobe
Acrobat PDF, and Web ready in HTML format. Distribution is by Compact Disk (CD) and from
the LCAC Technical Manual Website, http://www2.psnsbsn.navy.mil. Manuals accessed from
the web site are viewed using either Internet Explorer or Netscape. Web access is restricted
and encrypted. The electronic manuals can also be loaded on a local network or on individual
computer workstations. We currently have pilot projects at ACU FOUR and ACU FIVE to load
manuals on their LANs.
By maintaining the manuals in electronic format we are able to provide significantly better
technical manuals in terms of readability, availability, and currency, all at a significant cost
savings. Although our efforts right now are directed towards getting all the books converted to
electronic format, we are still maintaining a traditional “paper” book developed from the electronic data. As we get further along in the process we expect to be able to phase out the
traditional manual in favor of a completely electronic “paperless” system (estimated two to four
years). That doesn’t mean that paper copies of the manual won’t be available, but it does
mean that if paper is desired, the traditional format will no longer be available. For instance
page numbers have no value in an electronic manual, so users would probably adapt by
referring to paragraph numbers. Instead of saying, “refer to page 3-24” they would now say
“refer to paragraph 3-3.5.2”.
The above enhancements resulting by virtue of the book being stored in a structured database apply to the printed the version. The on-screen viewing of a technical manual also
benefits from the above but greatly improves the functionality of the books because the user
can take full advantage of the electronic display capability. When viewed using the DynaText
browser system, all references within the book (and external to other manuals) are hot-keyed
such that by clicking with the mouse the referenced area opens in a new window for viewing
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alongside the original viewing window. This capability applies to all text references as well as
part numbers and graphics referenced on a graphic.
Once we get beyond the conversion of baseline technical manuals, maintaining their correctness will become a relatively minor task from the publishing perspective. It would take the
same amount of time for the technical specialists to prepare a “redline”. However, since there
will no longer be a need to make the text “fit the page” most changes can be readily incorporated in electronic format and the manuals will be made immediately available on the LCAC
technical manual web page. There will also be periodic distribution of updated CDs to replace
the earlier versions. The distribution will be on a yearly basis with a future review for provisioning on all departing Amphibious Ready Groups (ARGs). LANs will also be updated as
frequently as a technical manual update has been approved.
There has been some trade-off in order to standardize and convert the manuals to IETM
format. Because data is only entered once whole sections are now generated from the data.
For instance in the Acrobat version of our books the List of Effective Pages, Table of Contents, List of Illustrations, List of Tables, Warning/Caution cross-reference, Parts List Numerical cross-reference, Reference Designator Table and the Index as well as the parts list “How
to Use” figures are all generated. They have been removed from the IETM database. In
producing the Acrobat version of the manual all the text that was removed is regenerated and
put back in the technical manual. The IETM version of the manuals do not have the above as
specific sections but have equivalent tables for contents, illustrations and tables shown as an
“index tree”. Electronic searches negate the need for the Index and numerical cross-reference
and the reference designator table. In the long term we expect that all paragraph/ figure/ table
numbering will be generated. With that in mind, we could not leave any “hard coded” references to specific figures, tables or paragraphs. For example, if there is a reference to a
paragraph and that paragraph number changes, any references will be automatically updated
with the new paragraph number.
What we see coming:

n

Convert all remaining legacy manuals (ECD FY 03)

n

Electronic updates to IETM manuals (Commencing in FY 03)

n

Increase customer comment interface issues electronically such as pasting of digital
pictures, redline sketches
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n

Portable CD reader tablets and/or local area server palm pilot type wireless capability

Once the above is completed or possibly concurrently with the above, we are looking towards
moving our development to a Data Management System (DMS). This will allow us to construct the technical manual database for each book as a single database. We can then draw
on that single database in a hull specific manner. This will allow us to electronically provide
hull specific manuals. Each hull will have its own set of manuals specifically written for that
hull. Only alterations, advisories, changes, etc., for that specific hull will be in the manual.
Coincident with move to a DMS, we expect to be moving on to the next level of
interconnectivity, a truly enterprise wide system in which the manuals can be managed across
all activities from a single point.

LCAC 44 SLEP Air Conditioner
SLEP AIR CONDITIONER
Tasking by PMS377 has allowed testing and installation of a new starboard air conditioning
system to continue. The new system is designed to be more reliable and meet the higher heat
loads generated by the new C4N equipment installed as part of SLEP and during operations in
extreme high temperature regions throughout the world.
The prototype unit was removed from LCAC 66 and installed on LCAC 91 last spring and
continues to operate satisfactorily after over 2000 hours of operation. A production unit, which
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incorporates “lessons learned”, has been installed on LCAC 44 as part of the C4N SLEP
availability. The LCAC 44 installation will demonstrate the unit’s increased reliability and
cooling capacity during Fleet operational conditions and with the increase C4N electronic suite
heat load.
PORT AIR CONDITIONER
Since the mid-nineties, the LCAC technical community has struggled to find a solution to the
LCAC’s port cabin air conditioner unreliability and high maintenance problems. Various fixes
by the LCAC community to “solve” the problem have provided temporary relief. However, the
resulting alterations, AERs, repairs, and PMS modifications have been Band-Aids on individual system components and have not proven to be a long term system solution. Under
tasking by PMS377, PSNSDB has undertaken a project to design and test a new port cabin
air conditioning system that has increased reliability and capacity.
The proposed design would be installed in the same location and would be approximately the
same physical size as the existing unit but, unlike the existing unit, it would be completely
protected from outside air. The present unit draws in outside air, which passes through the
unit and causes these components to corrode and subsequently fail. The new design, however, would recirculate and cool the cabin air without drawing in outside air. Fresh, replenishment air would now enter the port cabin through a “demister” installed separately from the air
conditioner. This demister will remove the water from the entering air. This assembly will be
designed for maximum corrosion resistance by the use of epoxy coated copper-nickel coils
and epoxy coated and completely sealed fans and motors.
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lessons learned
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM
BATAAN ARG, ACU FOUR Detachment BRAVO

A

CU FOUR Detachment BRAVO, consisting of LCACs 15, 36, 37, 77, and 89 deployed September 19th with USS BATAAN ARG. LCACs 15 and 36 were embarked
on USS WHIDBEY ISLAND (LSD 41); LCACs 37, 77, and 89 embarked onboard USS
BATAAN (LHD 5). Detachment BRAVO went ashore in Pasni, Pakistan 19 November 2001,
transporting elements of the Battalion 3/6 Task Force Sledgehammer and the Combined AntiArmor Team (CAAT) to augment the 15th Marine Expeditionary Unit (Special Operations
Capable) (MEU(SOC)) forward deployed to Camp Rhino, Afghanistan, completing backload
operations in-theater 8 February 2002. To date, they have completed 156 combined missions,
transported over 14,444 tons of combat cargo, transported over 6,139 combat troops, and
operated in excess of 528 mission hours in support of Operations NOBLE EAGLE and ENDURING FREEDOM. The following lessons learned are provided:
TERRAIN FEATURES
LCAC operated in vicinity of Pasni, Pakistan, transporting elements of the 26th MEU(SOC) in
support of combat operations at the Kandahar Airport, Afghanistan. The LCAC Craft Landing
Zone (CLZ) for off-load/on-load operations consisted of an area 200 to 800 yards wide (depending on number of craft landing) by 300 feet deep. At high tide there is 100 feet of usable
landing area, and at low tide, 300 feet. From the high tide mark to a 25 foot high berm (approximately 50 yards) landward sand is deep and not conducive to Humvee or 5-ton truck
movement.
A TRAM and DOZER were carried on 20 missions to help push USMC vehicles through the
berm cut area until the cut was sufficiently hard packed to allow vehicles to pass through
without getting stuck. Tidal range is approximately 1 foot, beach gradient is such that at low
tide LCU can get grounded 50 to 200 feet from the beach, depending on tide. This necessitated the predominate use of LCAC. Beyond the high tide mark to the surf, sand is hard
packed and good for vehicle movement. Landward of the berm, dust is several inches deep.
This enabled LCAC crews to see vehicles up to 5 miles out approaching the beach. Conversely, when vehicles disembarked from LCAC and crossed the berm area, dust was an
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excellent indicator of their position. USMC
vehicles used GPS to locate CLZ due to
flat terrain beyond the berm when approaching CLZ from landward. Vegetation
was nearly nonexistent in CLZ, only small
scrub brush. Small washes, or “wadi’s”,
approximately 2-3 feet deep, were a predominant terrain feature surrounding the
CLZ area. These are easily able to hide
aggressor force personnel, necessitating
strict perimeter security measures. ACU
FOUR personnel must accompany NBG-2
staff to CLZ’s prior to landings if possible. In the final analysis, an NBG-2 OIC is not fully
qualified to make judgement on possible LCAC landing site problems, only a Craftmaster is.
LOW VISIBILITY OPERATIONS
The majority of LCAC missions were conducted as predawn and night landings. Of 52 landings, only three were conducted during daylight hours. Due to limited tidal range and gradual
beach slope, Craftmasters had to be careful in determining when to come off cushion and land
craft to avoid landing in surf zone. Use of NVGs during craft operations were critical to successful operations, and all crews became very proficient in their use. Detachment BRAVO
senior Craftmaster was provided a Starlight NVD/IR Scope to inspect terrain features and CLZ
prior to landing, which gave a better look than conventional NVGs (PVS-6 and -7 models )
provided to LCAC crews. LCAC crews must train intensively on NVG operations prior to
deployment, especially in view of recent landing scenarios in low-light conditions.
SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
Crews were instructed by LFSP personnel to park craft in a dispersed posture to provide less
chance of damage from artillery, mortar, or air attack. CLZ area was large enough to support
this. Additionally, LCAC crews manned M60 machine guns and carried small arms as per
orders from Commanding General of Allied forces. Pakistani Naval and Army officers were
located at CLZ to provide perimeter security support. The local populace was poor, and
Pakistani officers advised crews not to allow locals to approach craft as theft was rampant.
Craftmasters were told the local area is remote and used by drug smugglers who are well
armed, according to Pakistani Naval officers. Weapons posture was relaxed later by com-
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mand elements and crew members were not required to carry weapons in Pakistan. ACU
FOUR must develop a more robust weapons training plan for crews in respect to the probability of detachment personnel operating in potentially hostile areas in the future. It is recommended that crews receive security perimeter training from NBG-2 along with BMU-2 personnel at Camp A.P. HILL.
LCAC DEEP SKIRT SYSTEM OPERATIONS
LCAC 89 was equipped with the Deep Skirt system prior to deployment for testing. LCAC 89
has completed 210.5 hours of operations to date with the Deep Skirt installed, total tonnage
carried is approximately 5,918 tons, and the average load weight is 48 tons. Special considerations for operating LCAC 89 with the Deep Skirt system are:

n

When off cushion while over water the craft will not drift as far, or as fast, as conventional LCAC. Therefore, care must be taken when craft are at a Craft Holding Area (CHA).
LCAC 89 needed extra time to drain bag and get craft on cushion. The front bag section
seemed to be the last section to drain. Bow thrusters should be in the reverse position to take
pressure off bow segment, thereby reducing drain time.

n

The lifting fixture for the bag will attach easily to skirt but the USS BATAAN does not
have attachment points on the new style composite batter boards, which are only spaced one
inch apart. This could be a problem if repairs were necessary for operations. Fingers on bow
system are noticeably worn; the bow will plow in hard and fast if the operator does not watch
for nibbling. When the skirt was new, the craft was loaded bow heavy for testing of stability
and plow in time, which was excellent. With hours on the bag accumulating, the requirement
for accurate loading becomes critical. If the craft is loaded bow heavy, the craft will dig forward and slow down.

n

Beach and overland operations are significantly different from standard craft. The
extra two feet that the craft drops off must be anticipated by the Engineer and Craftmaster.
Development of timing, which changes with each beach gradient, requires close teamwork
between the Craftmaster and Engineer. Timing is critical; crews must practice beach landings
together prior to first time beach operations, especially voice commands and techniques.

n

When Significant Wave Height (SWH) reached 3 to 6 foot range, LCAC 89 performance was excellent. Speeds of 40-45 knots with 40-50 ton loads are possible depending on
wave periodicity and wind direction. Driving with strong cross winds is more taxing on the
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Craftmaster as sail area is increased. Prolonged operations in high winds are also difficult. In
one instance the craft operated in seas in excess of 6 feet, with winds 25-30 knots. The deck
load was 50 tons, including the D-7 dozer and 10K fork truck. The ride was mostly in trough
as angle to beach was steep. The mission had to be aborted after turning onto prescribed
course in to beach, the craft rolled about 15% to port. Chain gripes on 10K tightened, fork
truck tilted, upon return discovered one foot popped loose. The craft will definitely roll farther
than standard craft in high SWH and confused seas, in addition to rolling seas or troughs.
Craftmasters, Engineers, and crewmembers must develop skills in flying the Deep Skirt craft to
maintain an adequate level of expertise. It is recommended that 20 hours of operating time be
devoted for a crew to establish requisite skill level on the Deep Skirt craft.

n

Craft distance above water and sand enable Craftmaster and crew to have better
visual picture due to less sea spray, sand and dust obscuring vision. The wiper system needs
to be used less on the Deep Skirt craft. Edge guard erosion and blade delamination was
noticeably less on LCAC 89 as compared to other craft on deployment.

n

Folding of the bow bag before dropping is an issue which needs to be addressed
immediately. This is very physically taxing to the deck crew; many times they have to do this
in a well deck with as much as six inches of seawater. Adding a sixth crewman and issuing
heavy rubber boots to deck crew is a must to avoid continual fatigue and soaking of crews
boots.
LPD OPERATIONS WITH DEEP SKIRT SYSTEM

n

Visual line up in daytime was not a problem; nighttime line up was much more difficult.
Narrow width of well and low lighting of line-up line was a problem. Alignment must be constantly monitored, and be corrected until the bow is completely across the sill.

n

For entry into well, have thrusters in reverse mode to aid in entry and alignment; this
also helps the craft avoid sliding into forward portion of well deck and staged cargo. The ramp
marshal is stationed at top of ramp, so wind isn’t a problem. Once the bow is over the sill,
place thrusters in stow mode to prevent damage to thruster hoods in case of craft oscillation.
Once the craft is set down, place thrusters in forward to limit wind effect.

n

For exit from well deck, bring thrusters to reverse before coming on cushion. Place
thrusters in operation after backing out.
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n

Batter boards are made of wood and snag craft easily. Bumper damage is likely with
high volume of LCAC traffic in LPD well deck. With high sea state or high SWH damage to
craft is inevitable.

n

Due to limited maneuvering space in LPD well deck, cargo transfer or pallet transfer
takes extra time and should be calculated into mission time limits.
LCAC operations with LPDs are inherently dangerous and have a high propensity for craft
damage over time. It is recommended that LCAC operations with LPD be limited, especially
with LCAC equipped with Deep Skirt system.

SEAOPS Program Update

T

he SEAOPS Model Manager, LCDR Rich
Anderson (ACU FIVE), chaired the
annual SEAOPS Conference at the Coastal
Systems Station, Panama City, FL, 19-21 March
2002. LCDR Anderson has since retired and the
acting Model Manager is OSCM Fred Bosse (ACU
FIVE). The top discussions at the conference
included Operational Risk Management/Assessment, SEAOPS Road Map and Night Vision Goggle
Procedures.
The SEAOPS community is moving towards a
paperless society through the inclusion of Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETMs). Electronic document processing technology is
expected to eliminate the need for multiple copies of SEAOPS volumes, and will significantly
reduce the cost, time and effort required to distribute and coordinate proposed changes. The
manuals for LCAC 44 SLEP are on schedule and will be available upon delivery of the craft.
The Power Endurance Range Speed Indicator (PERSI) wheel is currently being updated due
to the inclusion of enhanced engines and Deep Skirt into the Fleet. An ongoing effort is being
conducted to research current technology and identify an appropriate portable tool similar to a
PERSI wheel or Palm Pilot that will use all mission planning parameters and accurately reflect
all SLEP and non-SLEP configurations.
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training
ACU FOUR Training

A

CU FOUR Training Department welcomed the return of OSCM (SW) Wade Yates to
Training Department in March 2002, relieving GSCM (SW) Douglas Cook as Training Division Officer. During the period May 2001 to August 2002, the 25 instructors
assigned to Training Department provided advanced qualification training for 31 Starboard
Cabin LCAC crewmembers, recertified four others, and assisted with annual re-qualification
for all other crews. EWTGLANT Full Motion Trainer (FMT) instructors were supported as well
by ACU FOUR craft, deck mechanics, and Loadmasters, providing pipeline students with
increasingly complex missions during their demanding 17 week curriculum. Ensuring a continuing flow of junior personnel into the program, Loadmaster and Deck Engineer instructors
trained and certified 35 personnel as crew members from May 2001 to August 2002.
Specific accomplishments include:

n

ACU FOUR spearheaded implementation of Naval Enlisted Classification (NEC) codes
for Loadmasters (NEC 0172) and Deck Engineers (NEC 4130). Previously only assigned to
starboard cabin crewmembers, this NEC initiative will enhance quality control, and training
and manpower management for junior LCAC crewmembers.

n

Training Department continues to employ the state-of-the-art Mission Planning and
Analysis and LCAC Performance Analysis (MPAS/LPAS) lab using equipment supplied and set
up by Coastal Systems Station (CSS). AQT students receive training on these tools to enable
them to be prepared to use all the features of the later flight LCACs and use MPAS when
conducting pre-mission briefings. Part of the system is for deploying detachments, including
MPAS/LPAS laptops for Det OICs. LPAS data is currently regularly provided to NAVSEA
Philadelphia Code 9353 Mr. Michael Burg in support of possible future trend analysis purposes.

n

Training Department performs Commanders Assessment of Readiness and Training
(CART 1) on all craft during the Inter Deployment Training Cycle (IDTC). The CART inspection provides the foundation for all subsequent training and maintenance of craft early in the
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DTC. The inspection covers all structural, equipment, and equipage aspects of the craft as
well as an administrative inspection of all craft logs and management programs.

n

Training Department personnel were enthusiastic participants in the LCAC SLEP
TRNG IPT’s held in January, April, and June 2002. Additionally, selected Training Department
personnel supported the CSS SLEP Interim training course review in January 2002.

n

For the first time, the LCAC Craft Control class for junior LCAC GSE maintenance
personnel was exported to ACU FOUR with EWTGPAC instructors GSE1 Keith Goard and
GSE2 (FMF) Daniel Ripoll conducting the class. This NEC awarding class saved ACU FOUR
approximately $30,000 over individual student TAD cost, and improved NEC manning and Unit
readiness. The class was a resounding success for the eight students who participated.

n

Training Department continued its association with the Navy College Office and Troy
State University. Each school term, using ACU FOUR classroom facilities, Troy State professors teach weeknight and weekend graduate classes. This is a win-win situation for ACU
FOUR, Troy State, and the Navy, as the majority of the students are active duty or dependents. During the past year, ACU FOUR provided classroom support for the Troy State
University graduate program, supporting 31 courses with 497 enrollments. Eighteen ACU
FOUR personnel attended the Navy College Learning center with 15 completing their course
of instruction. During the period May 2001 to July 2002, 129 personnel used tuition assistance and enrolled in 350 courses.

n

Training Department recently upgraded the remaining three of its five classrooms with
overhead mounted LITEPRO projectors and outfitted some classrooms with new tables, chairs
and desks.

n

The chain gripes upgrade initiative spearheaded by ACU FOUR and COMPHIBGRU
TWO will soon be realized. The current design of LCAC cargo wire rope style tie-down
lashings is difficult to use, highly subject to corrosion, and has poor repair parts support. The
corrosion problems in particular force them to be replaced on average every 2-3 years. New
chain style cargo tie-down lashings have proven to be more durable and much less prone to
corrosion. This lashing upgrade will improve cargo operations and the overall efficiency of
LCAC operations, and has significant projected savings for ACU FOUR. COMPHIBGRU
TWO is coordinating chain gripe acquisition for all CPG 2 subordinate commands and has
provided NAVSEA a breakdown of all ACU gripe requirements to support a onetime upgrade.
Due to the positive impact these gripes will have on LCAC safe operations, the high priority
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afforded this equipment upgrade, and the diligent efforts of many agencies; in particular,
COMPHIBGRU TWO, NAVSEA 04L4 and Naval Sea Logistics Center, more than $2 million
funding required to outfit all ACUs has been set aside and these new gripes will soon be
arriving in the Fleet.

ACU FIVE Training

A

CU FIVE Training Department continues to lead the way in improving Detachment
readiness, manning, and training. From June 2001 to May 2002 Training Department has recertified 115 LCAC crewmembers and has qualified nine Craftmasters,
eight Engineers, and five Navigators. Additionally, Training Department has qualified 26 Deck
Engineers and 10 Loadmasters. 34 WESTPAC ALPHA crewmembers returned to ACU FIVE
to complete annual recertification since discontinuing our Mobile Training Team (MTT) last
year. Three LCAC Detachments completed Cyclic Detachment Training.
The Training Department continued its Multi-National Training program, training Japan Maritime Self Defense Force (JMSDF) students to be LCAC crewmembers. Three full LCAC crews
have completed the program since June 2001. This program has been extremely successful
on educational and cultural levels.
In an effort to stabilize manning in the Navigator community, ACU FIVE’s first Seaman Apprentice Navigator student arrived in February 2002. OSSA Muniz began his training in August.
Seaman Apprentice Muniz, along with two other Navigator students, were assigned to ACU
FIVE months before classing up at EWTGPAC as Pre-School Indoctrination (PSI) students.
PSI students are assigned to Training Department for their first two weeks to familiarize
themselves with SEAOPS, Rules of the Road, and basic LCAC systems. They are then
assigned to a Detachment to gain hands-on knowledge of how Detachments operate and how
LCACs are maintained. Prior to reporting to FMT, PSI students are returned to Training
Department for additional instruction to include actual underway training.

BMC Dickman, GSMC Cholger, and QM1 Kenneson journeyed to Panama City, FL last January for three weeks to conduct a course validation of the C4N training for the upcoming Service
Life Extension Program (SLEP). The course covered system familiarization, console operations, software, buoyancy box configuration, main engine modifications, wiring diagrams and
the overall operation of the C4N suite. The validation team returned to CSS in July to reevaluate changes made to the course thus far.
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The Furuno Radar System continues to prove itself as an excellent replacement for the aging
LN66 system. Training Department has developed a training curriculum for crewmembers
assigned to craft with the system and for students assigned to Advanced Qualification Training
(AQT).
A Maintenance Turn Course is now available to assist Detachments to be more self-sufficient.
Completion of the PQS allows maintenance personnel other than the craft Engineer to conduct maintenance turns for PMS and troubleshooting. The course, spearheaded by GSEC
Kelley and GSMC Rachor, is a five-week course covering topics such as immediate actions
and system procedures.
Loadmasters and Deck Engineers now receive an NEC for their position. ACU FIVE, coordinating with ACU FOUR, submitted a request to assign NECs for the structured courses. The
Deck Engineers NEC is 4130 and the Loadmasters NEC is 0172.
Educational opportunities abound as ACU FIVE and Palomar College continue to work together to provide on-site college classes to Sailors and Marines in the Camp Pendleton area.
A variety of subjects are available. Philosophy, Spanish and Math, are just a few of the
course available through Palomar College. ACU FIVE is also host to the Covey Institute
course “Seven Habits of Highly Effective People”. This course provides insight and guidance
on effective leadership skills and traits to personnel onboard Camp Pendleton.
ACU FIVE’s Training Officer retired 1 August. LCDR Anderson had been with ACU FIVE since
August 1999. Students and instructors alike have benefited greatly from his guidance and
experience. OSCM (SW/AW) Bosse will be assuming his duties until the new Training Officer,
LCDR Hulke, arrives in January 2003. All ACU FIVE instructors wish him “Fair Winds and
Following Seas.”
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safety
ACU FOUR Safety

A

ssault Craft Unit FOUR proactively strives to put safety first. As a result, for the
second year in a row, ACU FOUR has been awarded the SECNAV Award for
Achievement in Safety Ashore in the Fleet Operational/Shore Support category. ACU
FOUR’s safe and healthy work place is maintained through extensive training that includes
two hours of ORM and NAVOSH training for all newly reported personnel, monthly divisional
training, quarterly Safety Stand-downs, and frequent CPR training.
The effectiveness of ACU FOUR’s Safety Program is quite evident upon a review of mishap
trends for the past three fiscal years. Of over 650 personnel assigned, only one on-duty
reportable personnel mishap occurred this past year as compred to four in FY00 and four in
FY99. This strong record is attributable to a keen emphasis on safety at every level, from the
most junior Sailor to the Commanding Officer. During the last Fleet Maintenance Assessment,
specific mention was given to “significant improvements in the command OSH program.”
ACU FOUR has had an unparalleled commitment to safety at all levels and in all activities.
Every crewmember is vitally important, and every effort is made to protect them.

ACU FIVE Safety

C

ategorized as a Fleet Operational/Support Unit Ashore, ACU FIVE employs 720
Navy, reserve and civilian personnel at its 125-acre facility located on Marine Corps
Base (MCB) Camp Pendleton. The unit is comprised of Sea and Shore Components
and as a MCB tenant activity is uniquely subject to both Navy and Marine Corps OSH policies
and inspections. Throughout the past year, the “Swift Intruders” of ACU FIVE have maintained an outstanding commitment to safety. The command supported over 1,200 LCAC
missions and performed over 250,000 man-hours of IMA-level maintenance with zero significant mishaps ashore. In addition to experiencing a 30-percent reduction in shore based
occupational injuries and a combined 22-percent reduction in sea/shore occupational related
mishaps, notable improvements continue to be made in the execution and administration of the
command’s Safety Program. The program’s success is reflected in ongoing and sustained
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improvement in safety awareness among ACU FIVE personnel and outstanding achievement
on formally scheduled and no-notice safety and environmental compliance inspections.
Det BRAVO just recently completed COMTUEX, FLEETEX, SOCCEX and Pre-Deployment
work-ups. The training acquired was very beneficial for the upcoming deployment. The Det
deployed on 17 June 2002 with the BELLEAU WOOD Amphibious Readiness Group. We are
looking forward to visiting Hawaii, Singapore, and Thailand before heading to the Persian
Gulf. Det BRAVO would like to congratulate GSMFN Morales for his advancement to GSM3.
Over the past year ACU FIVE’s Ground Operation and Safety Department has been working
hard behind the scenes to support the command’s primary mission. The department is responsible for over $12 million of equipment with an operating budget of $150,000. Ground
Operations maintained a 96-percent availability rate on all assigned equipment and no LCAC
sorties were missed due to lack of Supporting Equipment.
Using our two Marine Travel Lifts, Ground Operations successfully performed over 800 Travel
Lift moves into and out of hangers and without mishaps. Ground operations have also been
maintaining ACU FIVE’s “White Fleet” of 38 Government vehicles. This includes sedans,
pickup trucks, stake trucks and buses. CNO mandated GSA contract conversion was fully
implemented greatly reducing required maintenance man-hours. During the first year of the
contract, eighteen new vehicles were acquired ahead of contract schedule. The look of the
vehicles has change from the “White Fleet” to a wide variety, greatly increasing customer
satisfaction.
Servicing and repairing 145 items of Aviation Support Equipment (ASE), Civil Engineering
Support Equipment (CESE), Weight Handling Equipment (WHE) and Material Handling
Equipment (MHE) is also part of our mission. Working as a team, Ground Operation’s AS,
CM, and BM initiated a Support Equipment Self Help Program, completely reworking two high
pressures washers and one Hydraulic Test stand during the programs inaugural six months,
saving over $35,000 of rework funds. Four aviation fuel trucks were acquired from NAS Fallon
to replace our three vintage and non-repairable fuel trucks. The acquisition of the fuel trucks
saved the Navy over $150,000 of planned rework and replacement funds. Three electric
warehouse forklifts and one diesel forklift were traded in for new replacements. The department just completed a thorough Weight Handling Equipment Inspection from the Navy Crane
Center with all sampled cranes evaluated as satisfactory. The Rigging Gear program was
noted as “well managed” and is in full compliance.
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maintenance
ACU FOUR Maintenance

I

mproving upon our already successful maintenance philosophy, in July 2001, ACU FOUR
totally restructured its infrastructure consolidating operational maintenance detachment
and shore based maintenance shops. This effort allows for a unified pool of maintenance
personnel all working toward the same goal of 100-percent mission accomplishment. This
merger has resulted in the development of several new shops into the Line Shack. The Line
Shack was established to act as a flight line quick response center and deployment part
procurement point of contact. To date the shop has assisted and had direct impact on over
419 missions, enabling ACU FOUR to maintain 100% operational readiness.
Specific accomplishments include:

n

ACU FOUR planned and executed 33 craft availabilities over the last year, completing
1,892 work request involving 56 craft alterations.

n

The 2M/MTR Lab continues to save money for the Navy. As of July 2002, the 2M lab
has conducted 101 repairs for a cost saving of $976,728. Two ACU FOUR 2M techs were in
the top five money savers for the Navy.

n

ACU FOUR is currently testing a new design of lift fan seals and a new material for
skirt system fingers. The seals are a two-piece assembly with proposed life of 5,000 operating hours, current lip seal last 30 to 60 operating hours. The skirt fingers test involves four
different finger materials with the hopes of extending the operating life of the skirt fingers.

n

Line Shack personnel have developed procedures to rebuild craft load control valves.
This effort realized a cost savings of $3,100 per valve. Also in development are procedures
for repairing transformer rectifiers locally.

n

An on-site six week welding training course has been developed, and has provided 14
fully qualified aluminum welders. This initiative has led to over 500 square feet of fuel tank
hull plating being replaced in-house, resulting in a cost savings of $500,000.
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n

ACU FOUR continues to play an integral part of the LCAC TF40B engine lay-up
program. Shop 31T has also taken on APU refurbishment from NAVSEA Philadelphia and
conducted 80 pre- and post-deployment borescope inspections as well as 120 GTB checks on
main and redundant fuel oil valves for TF40B engines. As a result of the borescopes, 12
engines were removed for in-depth inspection and repairs, preventing catastrophic failures.

n

The Corrosion Control Shop completed 72 semi-annual corrosion inspections with
continual improvement in procedural methods of inspection (i.e. implementing comparison by
quarter reports with all corrosion information establishing trends). Implementing AER-409,
rudder drainage improvement modification to 36 LCACs. Conducted propeller shroud repair to
LCAC 46 replacing 24 linear feet of inner skin. Conducted propeller duct inspection to verify
tightness of all stator attachment fitting on 36 LCACs. This resulted in 67 repair efforts.

n

Implemented major changes in propeller repair, including polyurethane and fiberglass
repairs and erosion guard replacement using vacuum pump. Improved methods of balancing
increased quality control and ongoing training effort. During FY02 holiday period the Prop
Shop repaired 12 propeller assemblies. Repairs encompassed blade replacement, major
polyurethane patching, numerous edge guard replacement and fiberglass repairs. All repairs
were conducted in a compressed time frame to support Detachment Delta’s deployment
schedule.

n

The Lift Fan Shop was stood up as a result of the recent maintenance merger. This
shop has been involved in a total of 188 different jobs including 10 gearbox seals changes, 16
bow thruster bearing changes, 99 lift fan bearing changes and 63 lift fan paddle changes.

n

AC&R Shop personnel identified a manufacturer discrepancy on newly constructed air
conditioning units. An incorrectly installed compressor phase relay was causing electrical fires
in the compressor unit. The shop removed the compressor and completely rewired the system
to ensure system reliability.
In its continued partnership with the Naval Reserve(NR) ACU FOUR Det 1 continues to drill
monthly at ACU FOUR, with mentoring provided by select Maintenance Department personnel. With the events surrounding September 11, NR ACU FOUR Det 1 had 42 Reservists
activated in support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. The remaining Reservists responded exceptionally well, continuing a high level of production work. With reduced manning, they completed 161 jobs for a total of 3794 production hours, greatly enhancing LCAC
readiness. Naval Reserve ACU FOUR Det 1 personifies the ‘One Navy’ concept.
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ACU FIVE Maintenance
R-1 DIVISION
uring the past year Structural
Welding Repair Shop (26A)
personnel have replaced over
4,000 sq. ft. of hull plating, 23 fuel tanks,
8 landing rails, numerous inserts, and
completed the removal and replacement
of water wash piping on both LCAC 74
and 75. This tightly knit crew of highly
talented and qualified Sailors keeps each
ACU FIVE LCAC afloat and mission
capable at all times. The “secret” behind
ACU FIVE’s ability to forge ahead in hull
repairs is in the weld qualification school located at the unit. Eager and ready Sailors learn
skills in GTAW/GMAW aluminum, stainless and inconel welding processes, and then are given
the opportunity to use the task fairly routinely. The Flexible Skirt System (FSS) Shop (57B)
worked closely with CSS representative Gloria Hogue and the Supply Department identifying
all FSS stock material. Together they designed an Excel program used to consolidate FSS
cost estimates and inspections results into an efficient management system. Forty-five active
duty and reserve personnel attached 3500 square feet of rubber on to LCAC 44 during the
“new” Deep Skirt installation. The Machine Shop (31A) has been turning raw material into
functional parts to keep the LCACs mission ready. The year was highlighted with shop production of parts to support such equipment as APU gearboxes, port bow ramp assemblies,
gun mounts, vane housings, lift fan tension rods, Furuno radar mounting plates, and various
striker plates. Noteworthy recognition: MR2 Haugan recently reproduced a set of bow ramp
cams. BZ!

D

R-2 DIVISION
Over the last year, the men and women in these four critical shops supporting LCAC operations were able to meet and exceed every challenge, conserve repair costs, and implement
sound repair practices that keep these complex machines running. The Propeller Shop (38A)
rebuilt five propeller assemblies, repaired 48 propeller blades, replaced 46 lift fan bearings,
and replaced 40 rudder bearings. By doing these jobs with our own assets, we realized
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savings of over $500,000 in parts and labor
costs. The Hydraulic Shop (31F) saved over
$1,000,000 in replacement cost when it repaired
and rebuilt 45 rudder actuators. Additionally, the
shop also manufactured 12 emergency flexible
hose kits, saving $8,500 replacement cost per
kit. Using NAVSEA depot-avoidance money for
repair parts, the Engine Shop (31T) performed
complex depot level repairs, saving over
$3,000,000 in contract services. This shop also
completed forty-three 1,500 hour inspections on
TF40B engines, and fifty-six 500 hour inspections on APU engines. The AC&R Shop (56B) personnel refurbished parts on 51 A/C units to
save more than $200,000 in replacement costs, and kept equipment working well past expected life cycle.
R-3 DIVISION
GSE Shop and SISCAL (96A & 96B) performed flawlessly through five significant repair
availabilities for both pre- and post-deployment craft over the last year. Among their accomplishments was the manufacture of an electrical test stand to perform “in shop” operational
tests on A/C units, significantly improving QA, testing and unit RFI time, while reducing overall
remove, repair and replace time.
R-4 DIVISION
The Electronics Shop has been busy over the last year and received recognition for their
technical excellence. In support of LCAC 44 SLEP, they removed, tested and reinstalled all
the electronics assemblies from both cabins. They completed numerous system upgrades
including: nine Furuno Radar installations (AER-437), 23 HF Longwire installations (C/A424D), and new MOM Antenna upgrade (C/A-423D). Additionally, technicians performed 21
pre-deployment Comm Grooms, while the 2M technicians completed 27 repairs to Circuit Card
Assemblies saving over $61,000. ACU FIVE became Gold Disk Developer certified in March
and quickly gained recognition in June, when ET2 Ronald Santos received the CNO Gold
Disk Developer Award. BZ!
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R-6 DIVISION
It has been a busy year for the Planners. During eight repair availabilities for 23 craft, Hull
planners generated more than 260 work packages, while the Electrical / Mechanical planners
completed over 400 jobs, including craft modifications and several prop and lift fan overhauls.
Our Comptroller, ET3 Otis, tracked parts for well over 1,200 JSNs and managed a $2,800,000
maintenance budget for the department.
R-7 DIVISION
Quality Assurance, NDT, Corrosion Control, Tool Issue, and Carpenter Shop personnel continue their superb work and support of LCAC maintenance, upkeep periods, and scheduled
repair availabilities. Our four NDT inspectors performed over 2,025 visual and dye penetrant
inspections. The Command Examiner certified 37 new welders, 15 new Quality Assurance
Inspectors (QAI), and 10 new Quality Assurance Supervisor (QAS) personnel. The expert
eyes in the Corrosion Control Shop were key to identifying and correcting of over 135 items to
maintain hull and fuel tank integrity. The Tool Surveillance program personnel continue to
keep the technicians, both here and deployed, outfitted with a full compliment of tools and
instruments.
R-8 DIVISION
Driven by LCAC Detachment manning needs and personnel shortcomings within the LCAC
community, a new division was formed this year to maintain and operate a limited number of
craft. The Long term Availability and Maintenance Program (LAMP) has been established to
ensure that LCAC that cannot be properly manned because of shortfalls in sea duty personnel, are given the proper attention in the day-to-day maintenance and upkeep. The LAMP
relieves the Operations Department the burden of assigning two craft to a crew and allows the
crews to concentrate on the upkeep, maintenance, and operational mission of one craft as the
program was initially designed and manned. The new division is a combination of Operations
and Maintenance Department personnel. The personnel are those non-deployers that are
within a year of transfer, retirement, or expiration of obligation. Currently, there are six craft in
this program with 16 personnel to conduct all the maintenance and upkeep of the craft. Although not manned for a traditional LCAC or detachment, the division has a detachment
LCPO, Craftmaster, Engineer, Navigator, and numerous deck engineers and Loadmasters.
Craft will eventually be issued back into the Operations Department as the inflow of qualified,
starboard-cabin crewmembers increase, and craft are needed to flush up a Detachment.
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ACU FOUR Supply Notes

A

CU FOUR’s Supply Department continues improving the effectiveness of supporting
the operational LCAC. Through the use of standardized Pack Up Kits (PUKs) developed from a contingency PUK Allowance Equipage List (AEL), we have improved
material availability and supply response time to deployed ACU FOUR Detachments.
The never before experienced OPTEMPO has been the norm for craft operating within the
Persian Gulf/Indian Ocean Theater. The increased cost associated with these operations was
offset by fulfillment of requests for Defense Emergency Relief Funding (DERF) that allowed
procurement of repair parts. The unit used small carrier services to expedite the shipment of
repair parts and maintenance related consumables to NSA Bahrain and NAS Sigonella and
reduced time of receipt to as little as three days. It has been essential in allowing ACU FOUR
to operate throughout Operation ENDURING FREEDOM without critical mission delays. The
initiative by the Program Office to provide long lead-time parts from the TM&LS warehouse
has enhanced the ability of ACU FOUR to support assigned LCAC.
In the area of HAZMAT, the Department has continued to work closely with the base and their
Pollution Prevention efforts. The Little Creek Pollution Prevention Team has given the command several items to assist in reducing the man-hours associated with maintaining such a
highly rated program. Labor-saving items such as an oily waste can-crusher, a 55-gallon cancrusher, a paint shaker, carpet cleaners, a 495-gallon dispenser and rack system, and continued usage of a 2,000-gallon vacuum truck ensure the timely disposal of waste from the craft
when required.
Through the continued efforts of the entire department, ACU FOUR’s Supply Department will
continue to make strides in keeping the LCAC Program afloat and keeping the command a
viable entity as a premier warfighter, serving “Above and Beyond.”
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ACU FIVE Supply Notes

T

he Supply Department’s primary goal this year was improving all facets of the operation in preparation for the 2002 inspection cycles. Last Fall every division looked at
their status and made plans to improve customer support. Many months of hard work
and dedication followed, and the results have shown improvements in every area of the
Supply operation.
The General Stores Division took the February 2001 Supply Management Inspection and
started from scratch. Several areas of the warehouse were found to be marginal or nonexistent during the inspection and the final grade was a “Marginal Satisfactory,” 75%. It began with
a decision to change their attitude and use the Supply System instead of going around it.
Controls within the warehouse were reestablished, limiting customer access to the warehouse,
more timely tech edits, inventorying the warehouse, enforcing walk-through procedures, etc.
Another important change was improving the communication between Operations and Supply
Departments. The result was a grade of 93.79% during the 2002 Supply Management Assessment, early certification, and qualification to receive the “Blue E”.
Operational needs were placed at the highest priority. The procedures for CASREPs,
ANORS, and PUK replenishment were overhauled. Messages are now required in all cases
to ensure accountability. All material is now shipped via FEDEX and deployers receive the
material usually within a week. We processed 2,300 issues and receipts, and shipped 20,000
pounds of cargo every month to support deployed and forward-deployed assets.
Finally, the warehouse has completed a COSAL Allowance Refresh. The warehouse allowances were updated based on the craft configurations and historical failure rates.
COMNAVSURFPAC has authorized ACU FIVE to recommend TYCOM approved allowances
changes.
Capitalization of the Fuel Farm by Defense Energy Support Center (DESC) changed the
financial responsibility for fuel facilities maintenance to DESC instead of ACU FIVE. DESC
has already funded a long overdue tank cleaning, inspection and minor repairs.
In July our Ney Five Star Award Winning galley finished the 2002 Supply Management Assessment and Ney Five Star evaluation with an unprecedented score of 98.09%.
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The Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ) completed their 2002 Zumwalt Five Star Accreditation
inspection in June, and astounded the inspector by receiving 83 of 84 points. The BEQ is
poised once again to repeat the achievement of receiving Five Star status.
The BEQ staff has been conducting several self-help initiatives that have improved quality of
life of all BEQ residents. A new brick and tile BBQ area and a Gazebo were completed for all
hands to enjoy. New patio furniture has also been added. The most significant project was
the installation of a one of its kind movie theater complex in one of the lounges. Sound proof
walls, velvet curtains, movie theater seats with cup holders, and a state of the art system with
an 85-inch screen and surround sound makes for an awesome experience.
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hail and farewell
Hail
CAPT Richard Hooper, Program Manager, Amphibious Warfare Program
CDR (Sel) Mark Fields, Executive Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Richard Shelar, Maintenance Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Charles Williams, prospective Maintenance Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Stephen Kondzella, Training Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Scott Hamlin, Supply Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Michael Neas, Operations Officer, ACU FOUR
LT Patrick Christian, Operations Officer, ACU FOUR
LT Amanda Macalpin, Admin Officer, ACU FOUR
CAPT Paul K. Susalla, Commanding Officer, ACU FIVE
CDR (Sel) Mark Volpe, Executive Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Lewis Dunham, Operations Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Jeffery Silvas, Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Scott Blair, Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Shawn Henning, Supply Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Lucky Moises, Repair Officer, ACU FIVE

Farewell
CAPT James Wilkins, Program Manager, Amphibious Warfare Program
LCDR Donald Dombrosky, Executive Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Ray Stapf, Operations Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR John Seals, Maintenance Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR James Cawrse, Training Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Ron Roberson, Supply Officer, ACU FOUR
LT Dennis Henman, Admin Officer, ACU FOUR
CAPT Patrick Myers, Commanding Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR David Hulke, Executive Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Tom Fox, Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Michael Griffith, Operations Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Richard Anderson, Training Officer, ACU FIVE
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CDR Walt Fini (July 3, 1944 - May 4, 2002)
Commanding Officer, ACU FIVE (May 1985 - June 1988)
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